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The Long Haul

You have HR challenges? Walmart
has hired more than 2,000 truck
drivers in the past two years and
plans to hire 900 more this year.
[P10]
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Organization, university work
to make field more inclusive
By Sarah Campbell-Miller

The Fayetteville architect admits he sees
little downside in being famous, as long as
he remembers where
he came from. [P34]

SCampbell@ABPG.com

Architecture in Arkansas lacks diversity, but
efforts to make the field more inclusive, mostly
of women, are underway.
The Arkansas chapter of the American
Institute of Architects and the Fay Jones School
of Architecture & Design are working to expose
more young people to the profession and to
expose more young people to successful professionals who look like them and who come from
similar backgrounds.
Both efforts address barriers for women and
people of color cited by Arkansas professionals.
Ngozi Brown is one of the professionals who
spoke to a reporter recently. Just three years
ago, she became only the second black woman
to be licensed as an architect in Arkansas.
The first was one of her mentors, Brinda
Jackson, who was licensed in 1991 and has been

The List [P22-26]
Largest Architecture,
Engineering Firms
Whispers [P3]
$12.5M fax judgment
stands, court rules
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Ngozi Brown is only the
second African-American
woman licensed as an
architect in Arkansas.
[PHOTO BY KAREN E. SEGRAVE]
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Electrical Engineers Ride a Power Surge
By Kyle Massey
KMassey@ABPG.com

Slide into a new car and
you’re entering Alan Mantooth’s
world.
All around are extensions of
electrical engineering, from the
LIDAR system tracking obstacles as you park to the antilock

braking system halting you at
the stoplight — even to the seat
warmer, well, warming your
seat.
“In a brand new car, there
might be 15 or 20 computers,
computer chips,” said Mantooth,
an electrical engineer and
professor at the University of
Arkansas at Fayetteville. “All

BRING US YOUR VISION.

these things are manifestations
of how inexpensive and yet flexible electronics have become.”
Modern automobiles —
especially electric vehicles —
are just Mantooth’s handiest
example of advances making
electrical engineering a whitehot career field, ranked this year
by Kiplinger.com as the No. 1

LET US BUILD ON THAT.

college major for a lucrative
career. Starting salaries average $70,000 for bachelor’s graduates, and Kiplinger found 1.1
million online job postings in
the field last year and a midcareer pay average of $118,000.
ENGINEERING
CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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What would you like the power to do?
At Bank of America we are here to serve, and listening to how people answer this question is how we learn what
matters most to them, so we can help them achieve their goals. We had one of our best years ever in 2018: strong
recognition for customer service in every category, the highest levels of customer satisfaction and record financial
results that allow us to keep investing in how we serve you. That translates to a great team delivering the best
capabilities for our clients and for our communities.
We are proud to serve Arkansas and help drive it forward by sharing our success, through the lending, investing,
giving and volunteering that you need to remain vibrant and vital.

$1.8 Billion

$70 Million

$1.2 Billion

$85 Million

Total FDIC deposits1

Home loans2

Loans outstanding to
commercial business

Credit provided during 2018 by
Bank of America to small businesses
in Arkansas

$2.8 Million

$778K

30K

in grants and matching gis during
the last five years addressing economic
mobility and community needs3

pledged by employees
to local nonprofits and community
needs in the last five years4

employee volunteer hours
contributed locally during
the last five years

Arkansas is home for me and my team. We know this community and we are here
to serve your needs and help you achieve your goals. That’s why we’re always asking:

What would you like the power to do?
Let me know at:
donnie.cook@baml.com
Donald Cook
Arkansas State President

As always, protect your personal data. For assistance with a personal financial issue, please visit your nearest financial center.
Total deposits within this market as of June 30, 2018, which may be inclusive of Consumer, Global Wealth and Investment Management (GWIM), Global Banking, and Global Markets deposits.
2 Home loan dollars reflect a rolling 12-month total of First mortgage loan production figures including Consumer Banking and GWIM.
3 Community involvement amounts represent a cumulative 5-year period of contributions.
4 Employee local nonprofit pledges may include: disaster relief, deceased/retirement dollars, volunteer grants and volunteer service awards.
© 2019 Bank of America Corporation. | Member FDIC | AR54YRJW | TAD-01-19-2357
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Whispers
For daily news, register at ArkansasBusiness.com/Enews

$12.5M Fax Judgment Stands
The Arkansas Court of Appeals has
ruled against the New Jersey businessman behind the fax that led to a $12.5
million class-action judgment.
The three-judge panel on Feb. 20
affirmed the judgment from Pope County
Circuit Court against Eugene Kalsky and
his company, Gen-Kal Pipe & Steel Corp.
of Mount Laurel, New Jersey.
“Gen-Kal and Kalsky failed to meet
proof with proof,” Court of Appeals Judge
David Glover said in an 11-page order
that Judges Robert Gladwin and Larry
Vaught agreed with.
If you recall, the case began in 2015
when Kalsky faxed an advertisement for
his firm to M.S. Wholesale Plumbing Inc.
of Russellville. (He later said in a podcast about the case that he had sent out
2,240 faxes to companies in Arkansas
in 2015.) M.S. Wholesale Plumbing filed
a lawsuit accusing Gen-Kal of failing
to include a specific opt-out notice on
fax advertisements in violation of the

federal Telephone Consumer Protection
Act. James Streett of the Streett Law
Firm in Russellville and Joe P. Leniski
Jr. of Branstetter Stranch & Jennings of
Nashville, Tennessee, represented M.S.
Wholesale.
Kalsky sent a letter to the Circuit
Court at the end of 2015, denying the
allegations. But he didn’t file any more
responses or hire an attorney, resulting
in the case sailing through the system.
Gen-Kal and Kalsky also failed to
respond to M.S. Wholesale’s questions
asking them to admit that a minimum of
25,000 faxes that didn’t comply with the
TCPA had been sent since Oct. 15, 2011.
Since Kalsky didn’t respond, it was
assumed to be true. The fine for sending a fax that doesn’t meet TCPA guidelines is $500 per fax sent. That figure
multiplied by 25,000 totals $12.5 million.
The Court of Appeals “found in all
respects that the trial court got it absolutely right,” Leniski told Whispers.
“We’re very happy with this outcome

3

and don’t believe the [state] Supreme
Court would venture to review it at this
point.”
He said that if the judgment isn’t
appealed, the next step will be to enforce
the judgment.
Pope County Circuit Court still has
to approve a plan to distribute to class
members any assets collected.
Kalsky didn’t return a call for comment.

Seeds of Doubt
A former state official in a position
to know tells us that federal authorities seized cannabis seeds in transit to
the state’s first marijuana business operating legally, the cultivator Bold Team
LLC of Cotton Plant (Woodruff County).
Where there’s smoke, there’s fire?
Hardly, Bold Team appears to have done
everything by the book, but all states
with legalized forms of cannabis face
the same Catch-22: Under federal law,
marijuana remains an illegal Schedule 1 narcotic, and interstate transportation of products is strictly verboten.
Arkansas law allows licensed cultivation sites to grow cannabis for Arkansans
with a medical qualification card, but
interstate commerce is forbidden, and no
provision was made for legally obtaining
mother plants or seeds.
Federal authorities said they do not
routinely reveal seizures of contraband
until they emerge in legal filings as cases

Bold Team’s Robert Lercher says medical cannabis will be harvested soon. [FILE PHOTO]

proceed. Bold Team Director of Customer Relations Robert Lercher, whose
wife is one of four owners of the hightech cannabis greenhouse operation in
Woodruff County, responded carefully.
“In regards to your seed question, what
WHISPERS CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Comfort Systems USA(Arkansas) workers are rigorously trained, drug
tested, and well compensated. Just like your staff. So when your general
contractor hires us for HVAC and medical gas installation, they've hired the
best. And that makes everyone more comfortable.
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I will say is that Bold Team continues to
move expeditiously to provide medical
cannabis to the patients of Arkansas,
and we have at all times complied with
Amendment 98 and all Arkansas rules
and regulations.”
Meanwhile, Lercher said the state’s
first medical marijuana crop is only
weeks from hitting dispensary shelves.
“Making great progress,” he said. “The
plants have doubled in size since you
were here [Arkansas Business took a tour
four weeks ago], and we took our first 650
and flipped them to flower a week ago
today [Feb. 19].”
State officials have said that cannabis products are likely to be available to
qualified patients at some of the state’s
32 dispensaries by early to mid-April.

Col. Glenn Business Center.

Seven-Digit Deals
Col. Glenn Business Center and

THE MEASURE OF A MAN
IS IN THE LEGACY
H E L E AV E S B E H I N D .

a super convenience store in west
Little Rock, the future home of a
Conway hotel and a Little Rock
manor form a quartet of milliondollar real estate transactions.
w Col. Glenn Business Center LLC
and Colonel Glenn Storage Center
LLC, led by Russell and Tammye
Hall, sold the 42,662-SF project at
10303 Col. Glenn Road for $6.3
million.
Buyer? LIL Holdings LLC, an
affiliate of Skogman Realty Group
of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
w Bayrock Seven LLC, an affiliate of Bayrock Investment Co. in
Charlotte, North Carolina, purchased the 5,700-SF Kum & Go project at 15617 Chenal Parkway for
$5.8 million.
Seller: KG Store 139 LLC, an affiliate of the Kum & Go chain in West
Des Moines, Iowa.
w Construction of a Hampton
Inn in Conway is in motion after a
$1.4 million transaction between
related parties.
Conway Hospitality Group LLC,
led by Chet Patel, bought the former Ruby Tuesday project at 2400
Sanders Road from River Valley
Lodging LLC, led by Patel and Rocky
Govind.
w The Riley Family Revocable
Living Trust, led by Martha Riley
and Pat Riley Jr., sold a 5,093SF home in the Country Club
Heights neighborhood for more
than $1.3 million to Brad and
Emily Canada . ■

WHISPERS
Edgehill Doings
Elsewhere in Little Rock, Republican
political consultant Noelle Nikpour sold
her piece of the prestigious Edgehill
neighborhood and bought another.
The namesake trust of Steven and
Jaimie Moss acquired her 4,620-SF home
for $1.6 million.
In turn, Nikpour purchased a 4,850SF home for $1.9 million from the
Roberts Living Trust, led by Chris and
Beth Roberts.

Past Due
It looks like a nursing home chain is
in hot water with its former attorneys.
The law firm Hardin Jesson & Terry
PLC, which has offices in Fort Smith
and Little Rock, sued its former clients
AdCare Health Systems Inc., now known
as Regional Health Properties Inc. of
Atlanta, for allegedly not paying for the
legal services it provided.
The total amount said to be owed to
the general practice law firm?
$540,266, according to the filing in
Sebastian County Circuit Court.
The 31-page complaint was filed last
month by the firm’s attorney, John C.

Corrections

Southwest Power Pool of Little Rock was
incorrectly included in a list published
Feb. 25 of companies that volunteered
to participate in the Women’s Foundation of Arkansas and Clinton School of
Public Service’s Gender Equity Scorecard
assessment.
***
Arkansas Business mistakenly gave Dr.
Gareth Morgan, the former director of
the Myeloma Institute for Research &
Therapy at the University of Arkansas
for Medical Sciences, an incorrect date
to respond to emailed questions about
the preliminary audit of the institute.
Because of the error, his responses were
received after a story about the audit
was published in the Feb. 25 issue. A
follow-up story appears on Page 12 of
this issue. ■
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Everett of Farmington, against AdCare
and more than a dozen of its entities.
The debt “just accrued,” Everett said.
He said the attorneys fees that were
billed sometimes were paid in part “and
sometimes not paid at all.
And as you probably know when a
lawyer is in a case, he has an obligation
to the court, and to other people too, to
stay in the case.”
The debts are for legal services that
include defending AdCare properties in
several wrongful death lawsuits, some
that date back to 2015.
In 2017, Regional Health merged
with its former parent AdCare Health
Systems. Regional Health has a portfolio
of 30 senior care properties and skilled

nursing homes that have a total of 3,229
beds, according to its website.
Regional Health did not immediately
return a call for comment.

The End of Izard Chocolate
Sad news to report on the chocolate
front: Izard Chocolate will be shutting the
doors of its Hillcrest shop sometime during the third week of March, and owner
Nathaniel Izard will be retiring from the
chocolate business.
Last year was the company’s best,
Izard told Whispers, but the business
had been taking up more and more of
his time. “It was either time to grow the
business to that next level … or move on

Arkansas Business March 4, 2019
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to something else,” Izard said. “I decided
at this time of my life that I wasn’t ready
to commit to that next investment level
of business.
“I will be getting out of the chocolate
business and I will be moving into some
other fields,” one of which may involve
real estate.
Izard founded Izard Chocolate in
February 2014 and opened his store at
623 Beechwood St. in August 2015.
Of his business, Izard said: “It’s been
a good run.” ■
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Architecture & Engineering Salaries
Arkansas: $69,540
The annual mean wage for architects and
engineers in Arkansas in May 2017 was
$69,540, according to the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
The annual mean wage nationally was $86,190
in May 2017, the latest figures available.

Those employed in architecture and engineering in the state totaled 12,330, with central Arkansas and northwest Arkansas having
the largest concentrations. Nationwide, 2.5
million people worked in the architecture and
engineering fields.

For daily news, register at ArkansasBusiness.com/Enews

Annual Mean Wage of Architecture and Engineering Occupations

Technology

By state, May2017
WA

Windstream CEO
Tony Thomas at
the company’s
Little Rock headquarters in late
2017. He called
Windstream’s
Chapter 11 filing
last week a “proactive step” to
ensure the company has capital
and resources to
thrive. [PHOTO BY
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Embattled Windstream
In Chapter 11 Bankruptcy
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Windstream Holdings Inc. of Little
Rock filed Chapter 11 bankruptcy last
week, less than two weeks after a federal
court judge found that the 2015 spinoff of
its fiber and copper assets into a separate
company ran afoul of bond covenants,
exposing the company to a $310 million
judgment.
In a news release, CEO Tony Thomas
called the reorganization “a necessary
step to address the financial impact” of
the judge’s decision and “the impact it
would have on consumers and businesses across the states in which we operate.”
“Taking this proactive step will ensure
that Windstream has access to the capital and resources we need to continue
building on Windstream’s strong operational momentum while we engage in
constructive discussions with our creditors regarding the terms of a consensual
plan of reorganization,” Thomas
said. “We acted decisively to
secure the long-term financial stability of Windstream,
and we are confident that,
upon completion of the reorganization process, we will be
even better positioned to invest
in our business, expand our speed
and capabilities for our customers and
compete for the long term.”
Thomas said court approval of a reorganization plan will allow the company
to continue paying its employees and
maintain relationships with vendors,
business partners and customers. It said
it received a commitment from Citigroup

ME
MT

HI

Annual mean wage
$88,260 - $108,340
$79,230 - $88,220
$73,910 - $79,150
$55,530 - $73,730

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Global Markets Inc. for $1 billion in debt-

or-in-possession financing that would
help it meet its operational needs.
The firm said it would have more
information on a website it set up for the
restructuring. It filed the bankruptcy
petitions in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for
the Southern District of New York.
Windstream, itself a spinoff of the old
Alltel Corp. of Little Rock, employs about
13,000 companywide, including about
1,200 at Arkansas, and provides telecommunications and networking services to
businesses and broadband internet and
entertainment services to consumers. It
reported a $2.1 billion loss on $5.8 billion
in revenue in 2017, and a loss of $173.8
million on revenue of $4.3 billion in the
first three quarters of 2018.
In light of the court ruling,
Windstream on Feb. 20 postponed its
fourth-quarter and full-year 2018
financial results, originally
scheduled for Feb. 21. It said it
would release results “no later
than March 18.”
U.S. District Court Southern
District Judge Jesse Furman’s
Feb. 15 ruling came in lawsuit brought by Aurelius Capital
Management of New York, which alleged
that Windstream’s 2015 spinoff of
its copper and fiber assets into a real
estate investment trust violated the
terms of some of its outstanding bonds.
The spinoff is publicly traded Uniti Group
Inc. of Little Rock .
— Lance Turner

NORTHEAST ARKANSAS

$9M Embezzlement Judgment
Hits Ex-Roach Accountant
A Craighead County Circuit judge on
Wednesday ordered a Jonesboro accountant to pay his former client $9 million for
embezzling money since the mid-1990s.
Roach Manufacturing Corp.
in
Trumann received the judgment from
a civil lawsuit against Edward M. Cooper
Jr., after a hearing Wednesday morning
in front of Circuit Judge John Fogleman.
The conveyor system manufacturer
had asked Fogleman to award $9 million before the case got to trial on some
of its claims against Cooper. The claims
are breach of fiduciary duty, conversion,
unjust enrichment and commission of a
felony.
Roach initially alleged in a lawsuit
filed in May that Cooper embezzled $4.5
million over several years. After doing
more digging, Roach said the alleged
embezzlement went back to the 1990s
and totaled $9 million.
Roach’s filings and other evidence
“demonstrate that there is no genuine
issue of material fact as to any of the stated claims, and Roach is entitled to judgment as a matter of law,” said Roach’s
attorney, David Wilson of Friday Eldredge
& Clark of Little Rock, in his motion for

Roach Manufacturing’s conveyor facility in
Trumann. [GOOGLE MAPS]

partial summary judgment.
Fogleman agreed.
As of Wednesday afternoon, Cooper
hadn’t been charged with a crime. In
January, Scott Ellington, prosecuting
attorney for the 2nd Judicial District, told
Arkansas Business that federal investigators were looking into the case.
Roach also is suing Cooper’s wife,
LaNita Cooper, but Wednesday’s judgment didn’t include her. She has denied
Roach’s allegations of wrongdoing in her
court filing. In December, she filed for
divorce after 47 years of marriage.
Bill Stanley of Jonesboro, who represents Edward Cooper, declined to comment.
— Mark Friedman

WEEKLY REPORT
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Health Care

Hospital Dispute Prompts
‘Any Willing Partner’ Bill
A bill filed at the Arkansas Legislature
is an effort to lay ground rules for regulating services partnerships between
state-supported medical facilities and
private health systems.
But it doesn’t appear likely to settle the
dispute between two central Arkansas
health care providers that started the
debate.
The proposed legislation stems from
a simmering dispute that began when
Conway Regional Health System objected
to the University of Arkansas for Medical
Sciences’ contract to provide emergency
room and orthopedic services at Baptist
Health Medical Center-Conway.
Conway Regional officials described
the arrangement as unfair competition
in which UAMS, a taxpayer-supported
teaching hospital, provided doctors to a
business rival.
“The essence is that UAMS has
entered into a competitive market and
offered services that benefit a competitor
and is using tax-supported funds to do
that,” Conway Regional President and
CEO Matt Troup said Tuesday.
The issue gained steam in late 2017
and drew the attention of lawmakers.
In December, representatives from
Conway Regional, Baptist and UAMS
appeared before the Legislature’s Joint
Performance Review Committee.
Discussions there proved fruitless,
according to Rep. Mark Lowery, who,
along with Sen. Mark Johnson, is now
sponsoring House Bill 1510, which would
establish an “Any Willing Partner Law.”
The bill would amend Arkansas law to
define when a state-supported entity can
provide billable clinical or coverage services to a private health system. It would
also regulate billable clinical or cover-

age services offered in a health systemhealth care provider partnership.
The bill states: “The purpose of this
subchapter is to prevent discrimination
in the offering of clinical or coverage services to any willing partner, especially
if the offering of clinical or coverage
services disrupts the precepts of a fair
and free marketplace by an institution
of higher education or the University of
Arkansas for Medical Sciences.”
Lowery said the bill would expand
— not limit — what UAMS can do. But
UAMS Chancellor Cam Patterson said on
Wednesday that the bill would effectively
deny or remove vital coverage and services for Arkansans.
“The state of Arkansas needs about
500 additional primary care providers
over the next 10 years,” said Patterson,
who joined UAMS in the midst of the controversy in June. “We are the sole entity
that trains those primary care providers
and our ability to provide these regional
programs would go away through this
legislation.
“This legislation would cost the state
$160 million a year and would result in
a net loss of 1,000 jobs. It’s bad for health
care. It’s bad for the economy of the state
and it’s bad for the 3 million people who
live here in Arkansas.”
By requiring UAMS to guarantee
contracts for all, Patterson said, the bill
would guarantee contracts for none
because UAMS’ resources are “not endless.”
Lowery, a Republican from Maumelle,
said the bill was necessary to ensure fairness in the marketplace and has been
well received by legislators once they’ve
learned its details and purpose.
— Todd Traub

Helping

See More Green
Save money and energy today.
Natural gas equipment helps you save energy and
money with better efficiency and rebates will help you
save even more money, improving your bottom line.
Rebate savings include:

Banking

• Boiler systems and boiler burners

Stone Bancshares Inc. Purchases
Parent Company of DeWitt Bank

• Forced-air furnaces

Stone Bancshares Inc. is buying DBT
Financial Corp., parent company of the
$94 million-asset DeWitt Bank & Trust.

Financial terms weren’t announced.
The transaction is expected to close
during the second quarter, pending regulatory approval.
DeWitt Bank & Trust will be merged
with the $372 million-asset Stone Bank.
The combination will boost Stone Bank’s
total assets to $465 million.
“We are very excited to extend our
banking brand and services into
Arkansas County,” Marnie Oldner, CEO of
Stone Bank and EVP of Stone Bancshares,
said in a news release. “DeWitt Bank &
Trust is a good fit with our suite of services designed for rural communities

and the expertise we’ve
developed in farm lending. This merger will
also allow Stone Bank
to begin offering trust
services, which are so
important in farming
communities.”
Marnie
Oldner
DeWitt Bank & Trust
generated a profit of $2.5 million last
year, compared with $2.1 million in 2017.
The bank operates two full-service offices in DeWitt and Gillett supported by a
staff of 20.
Stone Bank has 86 employees and locations in Harrison, Little Rock, Mountain
View, White Hall and Cave City.
— George Waldon

• Water heaters (storage tank and tankless)
• Foodservice equipment
• Commercial & Industrial Solutions Program,
offering custom equipment rebates and FREE
water-saving measures

CenterPointEnergy.com/SaveToday

©2019 CenterPoint Energy 188860
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Advanced Energy Advocates
Tout Jobs, Growth at Capitol
Wednesday was Arkansas Advanced
Energy Day at the state Capitol, so named
by Gov. Asa Hutchinson, who marshaled

some impressive economic development
numbers in his declaration.
Energy efficiency, solar, wind and
alternative fuel companies employ about
16,000 workers and have annual sales
of more than $1.7 billion in Arkansas,
the governor said, describing “clear evidence that advanced energy technologies are producing jobs, saving energy
and expanding the Arkansas economy.”
Another 9,300 advanced energy jobs
are in related industries that account for
another $1.1 billion in sales, Hutchinson
said, making the industry’s full economic output in the state $2.8 billion,
according to an analysis by the Arkansas
Economic Development Institute at the
University of Arkansas at Little Rock.
The Arkansas Advanced Energy
Association marked the occasion with a
breakfast at Arkansas State University’s
offices opposite the Capitol, and then
with company exhibits in the Capitol
Rotunda. The event’s annual lead sponsors were Advanced Energy Economy,
Entegrity, Powers of Arkansas, Energy
Efficiency Design & Development ,
Johnson Controls, Seal Energy Solutions,
Silicon Ranch and FutureFuel Chemical Co.
FutureFuel Chief Technology Officer
Gary McChesney was on hand to talk
about how biodiesel became the biggest
revenue producer for his 500-employee chemical operation in Batesville.
Formerly owned by Eastman Kodak and
then Eastman Chemical, FutureFuel first
experimented in 2005 with making biodiesel, an alternative fuel produced from
vegetable oil, animal oil and fats, tallow
and waste cooking oil. In that first year,
the plant shipped out just one truckload of biodiesel. The next year it made
a couple of million gallons, and now
FutureFuel produces well over 50 million
gallons a year, McChesney said.
“We’ve had ups and downs but it has
become a steady business for us,” he said.
“It now is our largest single source of revenue,” generating half of the company’s

revenue last year. The publicly traded
company, with a market capitalization
of nearly $812 million, has its corporate
headquarters in Clayton, Missouri, a St.
Louis suburb, but the Batesville plant is
its primary facility.
Today’s Power Inc. President Michael
Henderson talked about the busy schedule ahead for his solar development firm,
a wholly owned subsidiary of Arkansas
Electric Cooperatives Inc. Today’s Power
of Little Rock has built more than two
dozen small utility-scale solar power
arrays for Arkansas cooperatives and
other businesses. “We’re breaking
ground tomorrow on one of the biggest
solar and battery storage projects in the
South,” Henderson said, referring to a
project to help the city of Fayetteville
meet its push to power all municipal
operations with clean energy by 2030.
The city committed $560,000 in
initial capital to partner with Today’s
Power and Ozarks Electric Cooperative of
Fayetteville for photovoltaic arrays and
battery storage systems to power two
municipal water treatment plants.
Today’s Power is managing construction and will operate the systems under a
20-year deal for 10 megawatts of generation capability and 24 megawatts of storage capacity. The city expects to save $6
million in energy costs over the 20 years.
— Kyle Massey

Agriculture

Licensed in all 50 states,
District of Columbia, and
Puerto Rico.

TEAMOFCHOICE.COM
marketing@teamofchoice.com

479.636.5004

New Dicamba Rules
Get Lawmakers’ OK
Arkansas lawmakers have given final
approval to expanding the use of a herbicide the state had restricted in response
to complaints that it drifted onto neighboring crops and caused wide damage.
The Joint Budget Committee on
Tuesday approved the Plant Board’s rules
regarding the use of the herbicide dicamba. The board last week adopted rules

that allowed the use of dicamba through
May 25. The rules impose a mile buffer
zone around research stations, certified
organic crops and commercially grown
specialty crops between April 16 and
May 25. They also require a half-mile
buffer around all non-dicamba crops
when dicamba is applied.
The state had previously banned
dicamba’s use from April 16 through Oct.
31. Arkansas enacted the ban last year
after receiving nearly 1,000 complaints.
— The Associated Press

FEARLESS.

Celebrating Tommy May,
Legacy of Leadership Award
recipient. Arkansas Blue
Cross and Blue Shield board
member, Arkansas business
and community leader,
mentor and friend.

An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
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A club for golfers who
prefer the 19th hole.

New Onboarding Process
Keeps Walmart Trucking
By Marty Cook
MCook@ABPG.com

Now taking new members. | The1836Club.com
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Walmart Inc. of Bentonville has never
had a problem finding quality drivers for
its private transportation fleet, executives say.
But when the company decided a year
ago to expand its driver pool more significantly than it had ever done in the past,
the question was whether it could bring
enough drivers on board fast enough to
accomplish what the company wanted
with its fleet expansion.
As it happens, the company has
been able to expand its private fleet —
Walmart drivers driving Walmart trucks
filled with Walmart products — to nearly
9,000 drivers by hiring more than 2,000
over the past two years.
Walmart was able to achieve the massive expansion at a time when other
companies are struggling to find drivers
by consolidating its hiring and orientation sessions so that all prospective new
drivers could be assessed, trained and
given their keys in one setting.
Think of it as a trucking version of
the NFL Draft Combine, which invites
hundreds of professional football prospects to Indianapolis to run drills and
be poked and prodded under the eye of
scouts from every NFL team.
Walmart’s drivers combine doesn’t
use scouts, but rather a team of certified
trainers, experienced Walmart drivers
who test and train the prospects on pretrip preparation, driving and operating
in reverse.
Walmart holds the sessions twice
a month at one of three locations —
in Arizona, South Carolina and at its
Bentonville base. For every 60 drivers
looking to become Walmart drivers, the
company has 28 to 30 trainers on hand;
the pass rate is about 97 percent.
The company could use the sessions

to bring aboard as many as 600 drivers a
month if needed, officials said.
“What we have been able to do is fill
our pipeline with applicants who fulfill
our qualifications,” said Jeff Hammonds,
the company’s vice president in charge of
fleet. Hammonds is an interim co-overseer of the transportation division in the
wake of Tracy Rosser’s recent resignation.
“The simplest thing is instead of having
a decentralized onboarding process, we
decided to make it a centralized onboarding process. We consolidated it so we
could process these quality applicants in
groups rather than as individuals.”
The new process allowed Walmart to
hire about 1,400 drivers in 2018, about
500 more than it did the previous year.
The company wants to hire another 900
this year.

Onboard Gantlet
Gary Mars isn’t training anyone in
how to drive a truck, he said; anybody
Walmart brings to the onboarding site
should already know how to do that and
do it well.
Mars, who has driven professionally
for 28 years, is one of the company’s
most accomplished drivers and is a certified driver trainer. He said the onboarding process has prospects assessed,
observed and tested repeatedly over a
three-day period.
Applicants have to have a clean driving record and spent at least 30 of the previous 36 months driving professionally.
Once an applicant receives a conditional offer, the company pays the driver’s
expenses to travel to the onboarding site.
“You’d be surprised how many people
show up for the onboarding process and
expect to get a set of keys when they get
there,” Mars said. “Some of them leave
right off because it’s not so.”
Mars said there are technical adjust-
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ers but finding them in areas where they
are needed.
In November, Walmart hired Lori
Furnell, a former advertising executive
and director of recruiting at Maverick
Transportation in North Little Rock, to
be the company’s director of driver talent acquisition.
Furnell said Walmart’s driver needs,
for example, were for 100 in Sacramento,
California, and another 100 or more in
the northeast region, so the company’s
Gary Mars, a
advertising for drivers has to be geoWalmart certified
graphically precise.
driver trainer,
The clients of McDaniel, Richardson & Calhoun
Furnell said Walmart hires within a
has 28 years of
250-mile radius of the new driver’s home
experience drivinclude international corporations, school districts,
base. Some drivers are willing to relocate
ing rigs. He’s seen
small businesses and everyday Arkansans. They are all
for a Walmart job.
here outside the
important, and they all deserve Results.
“Walmart is in such a growth state
Walmart distriright now; in the past they truly only had
bution center
Former Arkansas Attorney General Dustin McDaniel,
to hire for retirement,” Furnell said. “Now
in Bentonville.
Scott Richardson and Bart Calhoun are ready to help
we are actually growing our fleet by 900
[PHOTO BY BETH HALL]
you, your family and your business.
drivers or so. We want them brought on
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ments for many drivers: Walmart is in a timely manner so we created hiring
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ForMer
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ForMer
still has many manual shifting tractors, drivers at one time to expedite that.”
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eDucation
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The expedited process also helps
and it requires drivers to do a thorough
trim the application-to-keys
timeframe
pre-trip inspection of their tractors, for
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instance. The other adjustments involve from 73 days to 31 days, Furnell said. In
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Walmart
had lost some driver
Walmart culture and the importance READY
of the past,TO
appropriate demeanor, dress and com- recruits because of the long hiring proportment. Walmart drivers don’t dress cess, and the shortened process, while
still longer than most companies’, has
shabbily or use profanity, Mars said.
None of that scares off many pros- helped.
Litigation n Government Relations n Administrative Law
“Thirty-one days, compared to our
pects; Walmart recently raised pay for
Law n Business Law
EducationATTORNEYS
Law n Family
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drivers so a first-year driver can earn competitors, can be considered a long
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about $86,000 a year, and the company’s time, but it’s a long time because we
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They
are
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drivers in the trucking industry is more know they wereADvetted.
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cream of the crop
than 95 percent.
and we are proud to
Walmart’s turnover
have them on board.”
rate is holding steady
Furnell
said
at 10-12 percent,
Walmart is using
Hammonds said.
other tools to aug“In my opinion,
ment the driver
the best thing you
hires to better track
can do to retain
the recruitment and
drivers is to treat
database of drivthem like people,”
ers. For instance, if
said Mars, a fourthWalmart needs two
generation driver;
drivers in North
his son, Weston, is
Dakota and has four
a fifth. “Don’t treat
applicants, the comthem like robots. One
pany is much better
of the things I think
at keeping connected
Walmart has an
to the two unhired
advantage, when it is
drivers in case of
done right, is treating
future openings.
us like people.”
Even though the
A sample of that is
recruitment is tarthe onboard assessgeted geographicalments, which study
ly, Furnell said, the
the drivers’ willing- [GARY MARS, CERTIFIED
ness to learn as much DRIVER TRAINER, WALMART] number of applications has quadrupled
as they test capability
behind the wheel. Mars said the pass rate from previous years. That makes having
on the first day is about 5 percent but a better process to vet, assess and hire
increases dramatically; nearly all drivers the drivers more important.
“We have a very healthy pipeline,”
pass by the end of the three days.
Furnell said. ■

“In my opinion, the
best thing you can
do to retain drivers
is to treat them like
people. Don’t treat
them like robots.
One of the things I
think Walmart has
an advantage, when
it is done right, is
treating us like
people.”

As the industry struggles with the
well-documented driver shortage,
Walmart’s challenge is not finding driv-
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Dr. Gareth Morgan, former director
of the Myeloma Institute for Research
& Therapy at the
University of Arkansas
for Medical Sciences
in Little Rock, said
$29 million in operating losses detected
by a recent audit were
“accounting errors”
outside his control.
Gareth
“The findings were Morgan
accounting findings only that had nothing to do with anything we had control of
within the Myeloma Institute,” Morgan
said in an emailed response to questions
from Arkansas Business. “My understanding is that the accounting errors
were immediately corrected and did not
impact UAMS financial performance.”
Arkansas Business mistakenly gave
Morgan an incorrect deadline to respond
to questions, so his responses came after
an article about the preliminary audit
findings was published on Feb. 25.
Morgan, who started at UAMS in 2014
and left last month, said he had not seen
the audit, conducted by the University of
Arkansas System at the request of UAMS
Chancellor Cam Patterson, who began
serving in that post in June.
An interim internal audit released
Jan. 30 showed for the first time that
operating losses totaled $29 million from
fiscal 2010 to fiscal 2018. The audit is
expected to be final this month.
The audit said operating losses should
have been recorded and closed out after
the June 30 end of each fiscal year,
but journal entries to record those losses on the financial statements weren’t
made. Instead, the operating losses were
assigned to a Myeloma Institute account
that should have been used only for
restricted funds and specific purposes.
He also said the Myeloma Institute
was not having financial losses. “It was
quite the opposite,” Morgan said. “It is
always important to look at the whole
financial picture rather than one fund
in isolation. At the end of my tenure the
Myeloma Institute had become highly
profitable and contributed significantly
to the overall budget of UAMS.”
UAMS spokeswoman Leslie Taylor
had told Arkansas Business in an email
that the $29 million wasn’t missing or
unaccounted for, just incorrectly classified. UAMS has moved $29 million from
unrestricted funds to the restricted funds
account to cover the deficit, she said.
One audit recommendation was for
UAMS management to monitor the
money available to pay for Myeloma
Institute research to ensure that expenses don’t exceed revenue. UAMS agreed,
according to the audit.

The Myeloma Institute was renamed
the Myeloma Center in August, and it has
been combined with UAMS’ Winthrop P.
Rockefeller Cancer Institute. Combining
the two programs is tied to getting a
National Cancer Institute-designated
cancer center in Arkansas. In the current
fiscal year, Morgan was no longer director of the institute.
An NCI-designation will help patients
“fighting all types of cancer including
myeloma,” Taylor said. The designation
will give Arkansans access to clinical trials and cancer therapies available only
at those centers, she said. A designated
cancer center would be expected to create 1,500 jobs over five years, Taylor said.

On Losing a $19.5M Grant
Dr. Bart Barlogie founded the
Myeloma Institute in 1989. In 2009, the
myeloma program got a five-year, $19.5
million grant from the National Cancer
Institute, part of the National Institutes
of Health. The grant was for continued
research and had been awarded before.
The audit said that the grant covered several research projects by various
principal investigators in the Myeloma
Institute. But it wasn’t renewed in 2015,
and Morgan said that outcome wasn’t
unexpected.
“It was always thought that having it
renew was a long shot, especially as I was
told that the NIH was moving away from
these large program grants,” Morgan
said. “I believe the grant had just run its
course, as frequently happens after such
long time periods.”
The audit said that after the grant was
discontinued, the institute’s dependency
on foundation funds increased. Morgan
said the institute focused on different
types of grants and sources of money.
He said he received a “substantial
grant” from the biopharmaceutical
company Celgene Corp. of Summit,
New Jersey, for research. “I successfully obtained research funding from
a national body, the Multiple Myeloma
Research Fund, to study ways of preventing the development of myeloma,”
Morgan said. “Additional grants had also
been submitted to the National Cancer
Institute and Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society.”
The audit didn’t total the grants
received under Morgan, but for fiscal
2018, the Myeloma Center’s funding
included $15,281 in federal grants and
$14,346 in private sponsored grants.
Morgan said he thought he’d retire
at UAMS. But he got an offer from NYU
Langone Health in New York and started
working there last month. The school
had received an anonymous gift of $75
million to create a blood cancer center
with a focus on multiple myeloma. It was
“too good to pass up,” Morgan said. ■
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Architecture:
Inclusion efforts
remain a priority
at AIA Arkansas

doers and makers,” no matter their race
or gender;
w Explaining the many different paths
there are for those with a degree in architecture;
w Reaching young people in underserved areas with its summer design
camps (see sidebar); and
w Bringing in lecturers who are
women and of different races as well as
speakers who are doing different things
in the industry.
The school also has a new National
Organization of Minority Architects student chapter, and it is working to develop
a student ambassador program to help
expose underrepresented populations to
architecture as a career.
Meanwhile, AIA Arkansas provides
its committee with about $4,000 per
year to fund programs like Women in
Architecture, Santa-Rita said. That program brings in women architects from
all over the country to have “casual”
and “intimate” conversations with AIA

[PHOTO BY SARAH BENTHAM]

inducted into the Arkansas Women’s
Hall of Fame. She declined to be interviewed for this article.
Brown is a design principal at Woods
Group Architects in Little Rock and
owns her own firm, NOB Architecture &
Design. She also serves on AIA Arkansas’
diversity committee, which was formed
as part of the organization’s strategic
plan for 2016-2018.
Brown said the committee has
focused on women and is making headway in that regard.
AIA Arkansas President Lori
Yazwinski Santa-Rita agreed. “We’ve
been focusing, really, on women in
architecture,” she said. “We realize that
each demographic has its own challenges and that we need to form a strategy for
each.” Santa-Rita is a partner in Jennings
+ Santa-Rita PLLC of Fayetteville.
The strategic plan is due to be
revamped this year, and encouraging
diversity in the field will remain a priority for AIA Arkansas, she said.
The Fay Jones School at the University
of Arkansas at Fayetteville has re-energized existing inclusion initiatives as
well, according to Associate Dean Ethel
Goodstein. It’s been working on this
issue for at least a decade.
“I can pull up off of my desktop [computer] school and department diversity
plans dating back to about 2009, and
they are not dead pieces of paper. We
have been mindful,” she said.
Goodstein said the school has done a
good job of:
w Promoting professions like architecture as being for a variety of “thinkers,

[PHOTO BY SARAH BENTHAM]

Continued From Page One

Arkansas members and to speak at the
Fay Jones School and at Architectural
Design Network events in Little Rock.
In addition, there are networking
events for women, women and people
of color are being actively recruited to
join the chapter, speakers with different
backgrounds are being invited to the
organization’s annual convention, and
events are being held that recognize successful Arkansas women and people of
color who are working in architecture.
“You know, you see people who look
like you, who have similar backgrounds,
and that attracts and encourages people
to be involved,” Santa-Rita said of the
efforts to put women and people of color
front and center.
Goodstein agrees. “It is critically
important for young people, regardless
of what career they are contemplating,
to see people who look like them on the
other side of the desk,” she said.
In addition, AIA Arkansas has added
women to its board. In fact, Santa-Rita is

one of only two women in the chapter’s
history to have led its board.
The organization is beginning to track
its membership demographics as well.
According to a 2018 report, AIA
Arkansas had 109 women as members
compared with 544 men. In addition,
14 percent of its members who were
licensed as architects were women. And
31 percent of the organization’s associate members, members who don’t hold
licenses yet but work in architecture,
were women.
As for people of color, of the 466
licensed architects who are AIA members, 85 percent identified themselves
as white, as did 76 percent of associate
members.

‘Inclusion’ vs. ‘Diversity’
Goodstein believes there should be
less focus on numbers like this and more
focus on the success of individuals. She
emphasized that there are many women

Fay Jones School Adding Design Camps This Summer
The Fay Jones School of
Architecture & Design is adding
three design camps this summer,
with the goal of exposing even more
children to careers in architecture,
landscape architecture and interior
design.
The school is also planning to
have 250 students enroll in the
camps this summer, compared with
the 150 who enrolled last summer,
said Alison Turner, clinical assistant professor of architecture and
design camp director.
“Essentially, what we want to
do is we want to offer any student
interested in or potentially inter-

ested in architecture and design
the opportunity to get a little bit
of a glimpse into what it’s like to,
not only be a student in architecture and design, but also to have a
career in architecture and design,”
she said.
Another goal of the program is
to reach girls and underrepresented
populations, referring to both lowincome people and people of color.
Turner didn’t have figures to share,
but said she’s noticed that the Fay
Jones School’s classes are becoming more diverse. She also said the
camps are beginning to impact
enrollment in general, with about

20 percent of the school’s freshman
class last year having attended
them.
For the past three years, four
week-long design camps have been
held from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. MondayFriday at the Fay Jones School on the
University of Arkansas campus in
Fayetteville, at Garvan Woodland
Gardens in Hot Springs, at the
Arkansas Studies Institute in
Little Rock and at the Delta School
in Wilson (Mississippi County).
The camps introduce students to
the process of design. They are given
at least one design problem and
briefed on what is needed. They then

work through the problems, Turner
said. They have to think about scale,
how a building will be occupied and
other factors. Then they build models of their designs, and sometimes
submit drawings as well.
The first camp is held in early
June, while the last camp is held in
early July.
The program is expanding to add
a second camp at the UA this summer because it has been popular
enough to fill up quickly, Turner
said. It’s the only camp that offers
students the opportunity to stay
overnight in college dorms.
The other new camps will be

held at the Southern Arkansas
Arts Center in El Dorado, because
it asked about hosting one, and at
the Scott Family Amazeum in
Bentonville, which had a similar program already but wanted to partner
with the Fay Jones School for its
expertise.
Now is a good time for the camps
program to expand because the
school has finally got the curriculum
right after experimenting with it over
time, Turner said.
Most of the camps are for children
who will be enrolling in grades nine12. The Wilson camp is for grades
three-12, and the Amazeum camp
will be for ages 6-12.
All of the camps are run by six

[PHOTO BY KAREN E. SEGRAVE]
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From left: Laura
Ramirez, a designer at Modus Studio
in Fayetteville.
Suzana Annable, a
licensed architect
at Modus Studio in
Fayetteville who is
from Brazil. James
Sullivan is an
architect with AMR
Architects Inc.

in Arkansas and elsewhere who are in
leadership roles at architecture firms.
“I prefer the term ‘inclusion’ to ‘diversity.’ Diversity, I think, has led to an
enormous amount of bean-counting,”
Goodstein said. “Diversity certainly
has [generated] awareness in terms of
numbers, but unless there is consideration of qualitative change and critical
assessment in qualitative terms, as a culture, as a society, as a profession, we get
nowhere.”
She argued that diversity is ultimately
a cultural problem. When girls can have
an erector set or microscope and boys
can have dolls and when people don’t
have a preconceived notion of who has
to be the breadwinner in families, that’s
when things will change, Goodstein said.
Still, the numbers show that the Fay
Jones School is doing well. According to
the 11th-day enrollment report for spring
2019, 50.8 percent of architecture students were male and 49.2 percent were
female.

That female population has grown
over the last 10 years, the associate dean
said, and 14 percent of the entire school’s
student body is black, Asian, Hispanic or
Native American. International students
account for 20 percent of the student
body. So the school is more diverse than
it’s ever been, Goodstein said.
Many students leave the state when
they graduate, she added, so that may
account for its numbers not aligning
with AIA Arkansas’ numbers.
Also, some graduates are working in
the field but don’t join the AIA chapter.
The chapter had 466 licensed members
last year. As of last week, there were 643
licensed architects in Arkansas.
Santa-Rita acknowledged that there is
more work to be done and said diversity
is a challenge for the industry nationally,
though the state chapter’s figures fell
slightly short of the national trend.
“I’m not naive enough to know that we
even really understand some of the challenges that other folks face, that minorities might face, so we’re in the process of
learning and gathering more information at this point,” she said.
Anecdotal information abounds
though.
Brown, the second black woman
licensed as an architect in the state, said
barriers to the profession for black people include:
w Not being served well enough by the
public school system;
w The exams for licensure being
expensive and designed to have a high
rate of failure;
w Disproportionate recognition by
peers;
w Lack of access to architects early
on in life because most clients are older,
affluent white men; and
w A shortage of black professionals
who serve as mentors to others.
James Sullivan, an African-American
working for AMR Architects in Little
Rock and in the process of obtaining his
license, agreed that access and education are important components in confronting the issue of diversity. He also

said architecture is a difficult field and
is designed to have a low retention rate.
Brown said her white male counterparts play golf with the bosses and are
taken to more events, but she likes to
look on the bright side. Brown said she
stands out more because she is black.
Most firms interview for projects with
all-white, all-male teams, and she has
had the opportunity to interview more
often because she adds diversity to her
firm’s team.
“You can look at it as a curse or you
could look at it as a blessing,” Brown
said. “When I walk into a room, in an
architectural setting, I am the only black
person in the room. Now, I don’t like that.
I would love to see more black people in
my profession, but I will say, ‘Might as
well work with it.’”

Do Good Work
Two other women in the profession,
Laura Ramirez and Suzana Annable,
were surprised to discover that it is
male-dominated in the United States.
They both work for Modus Studio in
Fayetteville and hail from the Dominican
Republic and Brazil, respectively. In
their home countries, men are pushed to
pursue engineering while architecture is
more women-dominated.
“Coming to America was definitely
a huge shock,” said Annable, a licensed
architect. “The first day of architecture
school, a lot of people are questioning,
‘You’re going to be an architect? Are you
sure?’ … For me, there was never, before
I came to America, a question that ‘Oh
my gosh, you want to be an architect, are
you sure?’”
Both women cited cultural norms as
being challenges.
Annable has two children, a 3-yearold and a 7-month-old. She’s also married to an architect. She feels that she’s
fallen behind due to taking maternity
leave and that her husband sometimes
receives more recognition for his work.
She also said most of her friends are stayat-home moms.

But there is a group of women at
her office who discuss these issues, so
Modus Studio has been supportive,
Annable noted.
In Arkansas in particular, she added,
that usually positive “Southern gentlemen” mentality can be a negative attitude in a professional setting.
“Listen, I can hold my own. Stop trying to take care of me. You take my voice
away when you try to take care of me or
protect me. I can take care of myself. I
can speak to contractors,” she explained.
Both Annable and Ramirez, who is
not licensed yet, said encouraging diversity and inclusiveness has to start in
school with a diverse faculty and diverse
professionals critiquing students’ work.
At the Fay Jones School, according to its
website, six out of 15 architecture professors are women.
Ramirez added that it can be difficult for women to stick with the profession because the years someone spends
becoming an architect are the same
years during which a lot of people start
their families. In addition, child care is
prohibitively expensive, she noted.
But how do individuals overcome the
challenges they face, either as women, as
people of color or both, and succeed as
professionals? Brown said they need to
focus on doing good work.
“I went to school to be an architect and
that’s what I’m going to do. I’m not going
to become a civil rights activist,” she
said. “I think I’m an activist by walking
into a room, demanding that you talk to me
the same way that you
talk to the white men,
demanding that all the
contractors do what I
put in the drawings,
[and by] whenever a
contractor tries to talk
over me and talk to
someone else about my project, interjecting myself and being very assertive.
Not to be mean, and not to prove a point,
but I can’t let you hinder me from doing
my job.” ■

High school students learn about
architecture during
a 2018 Design Camp
held in Fayetteville
and run by the Fay
Jones School of
Architecture & Design
at the University
of Arkansas in
Fayetteville. [PHOTOS
BY SHAWNYA MEYERS]

to seven Fay Jones School faculty
members, several teacher’s assistants and, on the UA campus, overnight counselors.
The camps cost $325-$375 and

another $300 if the student stays in
a dorm at the UA.
But scholarships are available
to students who qualify for free or
reduced lunches, which is about 30

percent of the students who enroll in
the camps, Turner said.
A $10,600 grant from the
University of Arkansas
Women’s Giving Circle will go

15

toward scholarships this year.
The camps have also received
some funding from the UA’s Center
for Learning & Student Success
and the Alex Foundation. They

sponsored 20 students from the
Mississippi Delta region of Arkansas,
and Turner hopes that funding will
continue this year.
— Sarah Campbell-Miller
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Nelson Design Disputes
Jobless Benefits Debt
Downturn took huge toll,
Jonesboro company says
as state seeks $106,000
By Mark Friedman
MFriedman@ABPG.com

But Vance said the costs for extending the unemployment benefits came
through the Emergency Unemployment
Compensation program and were paid
with federal funds. The EUC “did not
impact employers’ state unemployment
tax accounts or rates.”
In Arkansas, the federal stimulus
package provided about $1.4 million to
people who received benefits through
Arkansas’ unemployment insurance
program, she said.
“The extension would not have caused
an employer to deplete their reserves,”
she wrote.

The Nelson Design Group LLC in
Jonesboro has been fighting with the
Arkansas Department of Workforce
Services over debts that date back to the
Great Recession.
“It’s been the worst hell that we’ve had
to go through for 10 years,” said Michael
Nelson, owner of the house design business.
14.3 Percent Rate
Nelson had 44 employees and was
growing before the economic meltdown.
As a result of the Nelson Design
Nelson Design began laying off about Group’s low reserve amount at DWS,
two-thirds of its staff in 2007. Most of the unemployment insurance tax it paid
those employees filed for unemployment before the recession climbed from 3.5
benefits.
percent of payroll to 14.3 percent. That
Nelson said his company had $72,000 amounted to $22,800 annually comin its account with DWS for the unem- pared with $5,600 previously. Nelson
ployment insurance program before said his company continued to pay 3.5
the recession. “The crash came all of a percent because it couldn’t afford the
sudden and turned everything upside higher rate.
down,” he said. “Everybody was claimVance said when a company lays off
two-thirds of its employees — as the
ing unemployment.”
As a result of the claims, the company Nelson Group did — its tax rate will
burned through its account at DWS plus “increase significantly.” She said 14.3
an additional $50,000. “In 2009, [DWS] percent is the highest unemployment
started coming after us by saying you insurance tax rate allowed by the state.
Of 69,000 employers in Arkansas
owe us $50,000 because your reserve is
required to pay
empty,” Nelson said.
unemployment tax,
He said he couldn’t
approximately 1,000
pay it, and, with interhave that rate, she
est and penalties, his
said.
company now owes
In 2016, the Nelson
DWS $106,000.
Design Group filed
Nelson said if
for Chapter 11 bankDWS hadn’t extended
ruptcy reorganizaunemployment bention and listed $3.44
efits during the Great
million in debts and
Recession as a result
of a federal program
$890,000 in assets.
designed to stimu“The Chapter 11
reorganization did
late the economy, his
reserves wouldn’t
not help this [debt
with DWS] one bit
have been drained so [MICHAEL NELSON, OWNER
NELSON DESIGN GROUP]
at all,” Nelson said.
quickly.
“The only thing it did
DWS
said
it
couldn’t comment on a specific employer is stop the penalty and interest during
but disputes the impact the federal pro- that period of time.”
The bankruptcy case remains open.
gram to stimulate the economy had on
Nelson said DWS recently offered
a company.
In response to the recession, the fed- to dramatically lower the 14.3 percent
eral government began adding weeks rate if Nelson Design can pay $50,000
of unemployment insurance benefits, by March 31. Nelson said he didn’t know
which had maxed out at 26 weeks, if he will be able to pay that amount by
Pamela Vance, assistant director of then, even though his company is doing
unemployment insurance at ADWS, said better financially.
“The economy is slowly growing,” he
in an email response to questions from
said. “We’ve been able to realize that we
Arkansas Business.
Nelson claimed some of his for- can do a lot of business with 15 employmer employees received benefits for 18 ees because of technology advancements
months.
now that we didn’t have back then.” ■

“It’s been
the worst
hell that
we’ve
had to go
through
for 10 years.”

A satisfied
customer is the
best business
strategy of all.
—Michael LeBoeuf

OUR CUSTOMERS MAKE US BEST
We’re not in business to win awards. We’re in business to create
customers for life. That’s the best award-winning strategy we know.
As the premier HVAC, Controls, & Service company in Arkansas, we
offer solutions to architects, engineers, contractors, and building owners
that both do the job and fit the budget.

WHAT WE DO
Heating and Cooling
• Air Distribution
• Controls
• HVAC Equipment
• Parts
• NEBB TAB
Service
• Controls
• Mechanical

From initial design to completed construction and beyond, you can look
to Powers for the help you need to make your next construction project
an award-winning success. To learn more, give us a call at 501.374.5420
or visit us online at www.powersar.com.

SIEMENS

Great people, great
service, and great Building Technologies, Inc.
products from companies like Siemens.
This is how we create customers for life.
One customer at a time.
B U I L D I N G H VA C , C O N T R O L S , & S E RV I C E • 5 0 1 . 3 7 4 . 5 4 2 0 •
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Engineering:
A resurgent ﬁeld
offers double-E’s
ample rewards
Continued From Page One
Graduate degree holders can do even
better as utilities, traditional corporate
employers like General Electric and
universities all compete for job candidates. Electrical engineering hiring has
grown by nearly 23 percent over the past
decade, and jobs are expected to rise
another 10 percent through 2029.
“The field has bloomed,” said
Mantooth, a Hot Springs native who
grew up in Jacksonville to become the
first member of his family to graduate
from college. “Smaller semiconductor
circuits, the advent of the smartphone,
solar power, space exploration. An electrical engineer today is coming into a
field where high- and low-power electronics are everywhere.”

College Programs Thriving
Arkansas’ college programs in electrical engineering are thriving, with enrollment up over the past 10 years in all of
the state’s accredited programs.
Mantooth said that interest declined
after the dot-com bust of 2001, with
many potential students shifting into
mechanical engineering. But EE studies
have been rebounding for a decade, and
UA’s undergraduate program had 246
students last fall, up from 207 in 2014;
the university had 88 doctoral students
in electrical engineering last fall, up 72
percent from 51 just five years ago.
And opportunities for EE entrepreneurship have never been greater, said
Professor Juan Balda, Mantooth’s colleague at UA. The Fayetteville campus
has the state’s largest force of double-E’s,
as electrical engineers call themselves,
with nearly 300 students in bachelor’s
and graduate programs. Arkansas Tech
University in Russellville has about

175 EE undergraduates; Arkansas State
University in Jonesboro has about 75.
“Salaries are $80,000 with a master’s
degree to $120,000 with a Ph.D.,” said
Balda. “Around northwest Arkansas
there are great opportunities to develop
startup companies. Our department is
also collaborating with industry.”
Success stories with UA graduates
include Arkansas Power Electronics
Inc., a global leader in power modules
and power electronics applications that
was sold in 2015, becoming Cree Inc.’s
Wolfspeed division. Another is Ozark
Integrated Circuits Inc. of Fayetteville,
led by Matt Francis, which specializes
in building components for rugged environments, like space.
“If you’re a small company, you don’t
have $5 million to set up and buy equipment,” Balda said. “So our research park
here at UA offers opportunities to do
work without having that money.”
Balda and Mantooth said innovations
in semiconductors, hybrid materials,
solar power, energy and space exploration, electric transportation and medical
diagnostics are driving electrical engineering forward.
“Advanced work is being done in
cybersecurity and renewables, and
another aspect is new materials like
silicon carbide in semiconductors,”
Mantooth said.

Along with UA, A-State and Arkansas
Tech, the state has four other collegiate
electrical engineering programs accredited by ABET (formerly the Accreditation
Board for Engineering & Technology):
Harding University in Searcy, John
Brown University in Siloam Springs,
the University of Central Arkansas in
Conway and the University of Arkansas
at Little Rock.

Journey to Mars
One UA electrical engineering Ph.D.,
Emmanuel Decrossas, sent his work all
the way to Mars. Working for NASA’s
Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
California, Decrossas’ engineering
work helped prove that small spacecraft
can transmit data back to earth while
maneuvering in deep space.
He helped develop the MarCo
CubeSat, antennae that flew to the red
planet alongside the 2018 InSight lander,
relaying InSight’s data back to Earth in
real time during the mission’s difficult
entry, descent and landing phases. The
tests were a success, and the technology
could fly again on future missions.
Decrossas said his studies at Arkansas
were crucial in launching his NASA
career, and he singled out a mentor, electrical engineering Professor Samir M.
El-Ghazaly. “A lot of professors have a

tendency to direct you on how to do the
work, but Dr. El-Ghazaly is a little bit
different. He wants you to figure out the
solution on your own,” Decrossas said.
Another UA supergraduate, CEO
Douglas Hutchings of Picasolar Inc.
of Fayetteville, started Silicon Solar
Solutions in Fayetteville while getting his
doctorate, and now is an industry leader
in improving solar cell efficiency.
UA’s engineering teams have been
crucial partners in creating a technological hotbed in the Fayetteville area,
Hutchings said.
“In the past decade we have seen a
large resurgence of hardware entrepreneurship as small-scale production of
custom and semi-custom parts became
possible,” he told Arkansas Business.
“When you think how much stuff has
electronics in it today, electrical engineering touches all aspects of our lives.”
“Locally, folks like Wolfspeed,
Little Bird Systems [led by CEO Bryon
Western, a UA engineering graduate and
wireless telemetry expert] and Ozark
Integrated Circuits all leverage electrical engineering talent in different ways.
Electrical engineering with exposure to
programming is an extremely powerful
combination today, and the UA does a
great job of preparing students in both
disciplines.”

New College at A-State
Electrical Engineering Enrollment at the University of Arkansas
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At Arkansas State University in
Jonesboro, which combined two colleges into its College of Engineering &
Computer Science last year, Professor
Brandon A. Kemp studies how electromagnetic waves affect materials at
microscopic and nanoscopic levels.
“We are interested in understanding how the energy and momentum in
electromagnetic waves [like light, radio
waves and microwaves] can manipulate
materials,” said Kemp, the university’s
Verbeth and Henry Ezra Coe professor of
electrical engineering. “This can allow
us, for example, to design new materials
that are controlled and tuned by electric
field, magnetic field or electromagnetic
waves.”
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The MarCo CubeSat,
seen here in a display
at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, went to
Mars alongside the 2018
Insight lander, and was
a project of UA electrical
engineering alumnus
Emmanuel Decrossas. It
tested small spacecraft’s
capability of relaying
InSight’s data back to
earth in real time during the critical entry,
descent and landing
phases of space flight.
[PHOTOS PROVIDED]

A Jonesboro boy who got his bachelor’s at A-State before earning his doctorate at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Kemp works on possibilities that electromagnetic forces might
allow for “microscopic tractor beams”
that could manipulate cells or particles
on a surface, “for the design of invisibility
cloaks, for enhanced propulsion by light
in space applications, and the design of
controllable materials and surfaces with
the ability to change color and act as
optical filters.”
Kemp, who like Balda and Mantooth
worked in industry
before returning to
academia, thinks the
world is entering an
era of technological
innovation to rival the
industrial revolution,
the adoption of elecBrandon
tricity and the develKemp
opment of the internet.
Artificial intelligence and bioelectrical
engineering, “where electronics and
biological systems interface and work
together in a system,” could reshape the
world, he believes. “Both of these areas
include electrical engineering.”
AI is the domain of computer engineering, considered a branch of electrical engineering, but a field that stands as

its own department on many campuses.
Computer engineering ranked third,
behind EE and nursing, on Kiplinger’s
lucrative majors list.
“AI … will require novel computing
hardware and energy usage solutions,”
Kemp said. “Bioelectrical engineering
is a multidisciplinary field that applies
electrical engineering design principles
to biology, medicine and behavior.”
Applications include sensors that interface with the human body and tools like
optical tweezers that use electromagnetics to manipulate drugs or living cells.”
The plentiful jobs and exciting
research are enough to recharge a veteran teacher. “I wish I was 23 rather
than 63,” said Balda, the UA professor,
who once worked for Argentine utility
Hidronor SA. “There are a lot of grayhaired electrical engineering professors
who are going to need to be replaced as
they retire, and that will be more potential jobs.”
Mantooth, Balda’s UA colleague, sees
bold work ahead in power electronics,
electric grid modernization and electric
vehicles.
“People like the idea of working in
these fields, and our program in power
electronics at UA is the largest in
America,” he said. “We have 14 faculty
members focused on technology and
applications in the energy sector. We
study the power electronics, semiconductors, circuits and design tools, basically everything needed to build systems for grid modernization and electric
vehicles.”
And don’t expect the challenges to get
easier, said Professor Kemp of Arkansas
State. “The next generation of college
graduates will have some significant
problems to face including providing
food and water to 7 billion-plus people in a sustainable way, global climate
change, ethical use and implementation
of AI, and changing economic demands
resulting from new technologies.”
And then there’s the test of producing,
transmitting and efficiently using energy. “Electrical engineers will be essential
in the last one,” Kemp said, “but I believe
they could have a significant role in those
other major challenges as well.” ■
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Investor Angst Boils at NanoMech
Financial woes escalate,
spurring call for a new CEO
By George Waldon
George@ABPG.com

If Jim Phillips had a New Year’s resolution to get NanoMech’s financial house
in order during 2019, that aspiration
didn’t survive the first day.
The Springdale company, which describes itself online as “the world leader
in Surface Engineering and Material
Science Manufacturing of lubricants,”
missed a $100,000 payment due on Jan. 1.
That triggered a second default on a 2018
funding agreement and a creditor’s Feb.
4 lawsuit to collect.
Michaelson Capital Partners of New
York, which arranged the $7 million
financial package, has deftly implied it
wants Phillips gone as chairman and
CEO of NanoMech. Michaelson’s frustration with Phillips after nine months
is resonating with NanoMech investors
who have grown dissatisfied with him
during his eight years as CEO.
“The wheels had to come off at some
point,” said a NanoMech investor in
northwest Arkansas, who agreed to talk
on the condition of anonymity. “The
executive management and governance
are awful. It’s a bad situation.”
Phillips, who couldn’t be reached for
comment, is pushing back, though.
At his direction, the company has sent
letters threatening legal action against
disgruntled investors and others who are
voicing their displeasure with him more
freely, emboldened by Michaelson’s legal
action to collect $8.9 million.
The dispute with Michaelson marks
the third time as a CEO that Phillips has
worn out his welcome with investors.
Before moving to northwest Arkansas
a decade ago, Phillips was pushed out
of two Tennessee companies amid criticism of his corporate spending habits
and his compensation relative to fiscal
performance. His previous tenures as
CEO at Ipix Corp. of Oak Ridge spanned
1997-2001 and at Luminetx Inc. of Memphis from 2004-07.
Like NanoMech, Ipix and Luminetx
were startup enterprises founded on
interesting technology and funded with
venture capital. Ipix even made the leap
to a public company with Phillips at the
helm but floundered financially under
his operational leadership.
Those career stops underscore his
skills as a promoter and his ability to
raise and spend millions of dollars. And
it’s his penchant for spending and his
shortcomings as a manager that are once
again on the firing line at NanoMech.
Since 2011, Phillips has helped the
company raise more than $35 million.
But by last year, NanoMech was in a
cash crunch that even the Michaelson

NanoMech Highlights During 2012-19
Dec. 29, 2012: NanoMech
raises $7.1 million through
series A venture capital funding.

sion, wear, abrasion, thermal
excursion, cyclic thermal
stress, friction and environmental degradation.

NanoMech’s global campus in
Springdale

April 19, 2017: NanoMech’s
nGlide Superflo named as
2017 Edison Award winner. The
product is touted as lubrication additive that provides
protection from mechanical
friction.

Jan. 15, 2014: NanoMech
announces the purchase of
its global campus at 2447
Technology Way in Springdale
and construction of a 20,000SF building. The $1.1 million
deal encompasses its existing
10,250-SF building and nearly
8.8 acres.

Ajay Malshe, chief technology officer and founder of
NanoMech, with Jim Phillips,
chairman and CEO, at the 2014
Edison Awards.

April 18, 2014: NanoMech’s
TuffTek named as 2014 Edison
Award winner. The product
is touted as extreme wearresistant coating product line
that extends the cutting life of
machine tools.

Jim Phillips with Saudi Prince
Saud bin Khalid Al-Faisal and
Gov. Mike Beebe. A $10 million
venture capital investment in
NanoMech followed in 2016.

June 20, 2014: Prince Saud
bin Khalid Al-Faisal, deputy
governor for investment
affairs at the Saudi Arabian
General Investment Authority,
visits NanoMech.
Sept. 24, 2014: NanoMech
raises $12 million through
series B venture capital
funding. Investors include
Advantage Capital, New
Orleans; Spring Creek
Investment Management,
Philadelphia; Hendricks
Investment Holdings, Silver
Spring, Maryland; and
Meadow Lane Investments,
Reynoldsburg, Ohio.

April 25, 2018: NanoMech
borrows $7 million from
Michaelson Capital of New
York to repay debt and fund
operations.
Jan. 31, 2019: AtomOil and
AtomLube named as 2019
Edison Award winners. The
products
are touted
as ultraperformance
lubricating
oils along
with greases,
sealants,
and pastes
specially designed for various application sectors such
as petroleum, automotive,
heavy-duty trucking, agriculture, construction, marine, racing, sports, industrial, space,
military and more.

April 13, 2016: NanoMech
raises $10 million through
series C venture capital funding with Saudi Aramco Energy
Ventures, Dhahran, Saudi
Arabia, the corporate venturing subsidiary of Saudi Aramco. Feb. 4, 2019: Michaelson
Capital sues NanoMech for
April 20, 2016: NanoMech’s defaulting on its loan agreeGuardx named as 2016 Edison ment and subsequent forbearance agreement after the
Award winner. The coating
company misses a $100,000
product line is touted as propayment in January. ■
viding protection from corro-

Capital funding couldn’t help resolve.
Essentially, the Michaelson financial
package was divided into a four-year
loan of $5 million and a one-year bridge
loan of $2 million mixed in with stock
options.
The terms indicate Michaelson Capital agreed to provide the funding in
exchange for moving to the front of the
line among NanoMech creditors.
The $5 million loan was earmarked to
repay in full unspecified debts to Koch
Minerals LLC of Wichita, Kansas, and
the Springdale Public Facilities Board.
It also reduced the outstanding debt
owed to the Arkansas Economic Development Commission to $500,000. The
state agency agreed to subordinate its
debt to Michaelson if NanoMech didn’t
repay the debt in full as part of the deal.

“When you’re borrowing money to
pay debt, you’re not getting ahead,” said
a NanoMech investor.
The January default occurred less
than two months after Michaelson
worked out a forbearance agreement
with Phillips on NanoMech’s default on
the original April funding agreement.
In addition to missing the $100,000 payment on Jan. 1, Michaelson said other
defaults include NanoMech:
w Failing to give Michaelson board
observation rights;
w Failing to complete an equity offering of no less than $4 million by Sept.
30;
w Failing to convert all of Michaelson’s outstanding convertible promissory notes into series C preferred stock
by Sept. 30;

w Breaching monthly financial covenants from April through November; and
w Incurring $3.5 million of additional
debt without Michaelson’s consent.
After NanoMech’s first default last
year, Michaelson exercised its right
to sweep the company’s Arvest Bank
account, which netted $585,343.27.
The forbearance agreement bought
NanoMech five more months of grace
to fulfill its obligations and meet the
April 19 deadline to repay the $2 million
bridge loan.
Under the agreement, Michaelson
returned $362,343.27 to NanoMech’s
Arvest bank account. Michaelson kept
the balance, which was applied to
$200,000 worth of accrued and unpaid
principal and interest on the $5 million
loan and $23,000 in costs, expenses and
legal fees.
Phillips entered the NanoMech story
as an investor before he stepped into
corporate governance. He was appointed chairman of the board in 2008 and
named CEO effective Jan. 1, 2011.
His ascendancy followed the December 2011 dismissal of Keith Blakely,
who was hired as CEO with glowing
expectations only 10 months earlier.
Since March 2016, five directors
have come and gone as the board membership shrank from seven to three.
The constants during that three-year
span are Phillips and Deborah WinceSmith, president and CEO of the Council
on Competitiveness, a nonprofit based in
Washington, D.C.
At the time of the Nov. 20 forbearance
agreement with Michaelson Capital, the
board consisted of Phillips, Wince-Smith
and Arpana Verma, chief science officer at NanoMech and co-inventor of the
patented technology for the company’s
nGlide lubricant.
Phillips’ domineering personality is
a big reason for the board turnover, according to some investors.
“He wears people out,” one said. “He’s
kept tight control and limited access to
the company financials. He is not transparent with shareholders. It’s hard to tell
what’s really going on.”
Michaelson’s lawsuit, filed in New
York, provides a rare glimpse inside the
promising 16-year-old enterprise striving to achieve escape velocity from its
startup, venture capital-backed orbit.
“We look forward to working with
NanoMech’s shareholders and investors, including the Arkansas Economic
Development Commission, and, above
all, its outstanding employees, to rebuild
this company,” John Michaelson, chief
investment officer at Michaelson Capital,
said in a prepared statement. ■
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Largest Architectural Firms
Ranked by registered architects in Arkansas
Firm
Primary Office
Phone, Fax
Website
Other Locations

Registered Architects
Engineers
Other Professionals
Total Staff
Principals

Cromwell Architects Engineers Inc.
1300 E. 6th St., Little Rock 72202
(501) 372-2900, (501) 372-0482
www.Cromwell.com
Springdale; Fayetteville, N.C.; Landstuhl, Germany

26
27
43
119

Charley Penix
Greg Cockmon
Dan Fowler
Bob Keltner
Ed Levy
Chris East

Polk Stanley Wilcox Architects
2222 Cottondale Lane, Suite 100, Little Rock 72202
(501) 378-0878, (501) 372-7629
www.PolkStanleyWilcox.com
Fayetteville

26
0
4
47

HFAB
1705 S. Walton Blvd., Suite 3, Bentonville 72712
(479) 273-7780, (888) 520-9685
www.HFA-AE.com
Boston; Fort Worth, TX; Mexico City

18
16
68
240

3

WER Architects/Planners
901 W. 3rd St., Little Rock 72201
(501) 374-5300, (501) 374-5247
www.WERArch.com
Fayetteville

18
0
12
30

5

Hight Jackson Associates PA
5201 W. Village Parkway, Suite 300, Rogers 72758
(479) 464-4965, (479) 464-8324
www.HJArch.com

12
1
11
26

Craig Curzon
Paul Gregory
Mark Herrmann
Jason Landrum
David Porter
Reese Rowland
Wesley Walls
Cindy Pruitt
Steve Kinzler
Harrison French
Larry Lott
Chris Horton
Dave Wilgus
Ryan Ray
Lou Allevato
David Sargent
Eldon Bock
John T. Greer
Brad McLaurin
Jay Brizzolara
Russ Fason
John Langham
Brian Jackson
Larry Perkin
Gail Shepherd

1
1
3

1 Formerly Harrison French & Associates Ltd.

Smarter solutions
for Arkansas.
ENGINEERS ■ SCIENTISTS ■ PLANNERS ■ SURVEYORS

Halff.com/HalffMarlar

Disciplines or Specialties

Sample Projects

Architecture, planning, interior
design, civil, structural, mechanical,
electrical, fire protection,
sustainable design, commissioning,
energy services, facilities
management and construction
administration
Architecture, interior design,
corporate/commercial, healthcare,
educational, recreational, religious,
residential, sustainable design,
master planning and renovation/
adaptive reuse

Philander Smith College student housing, The Paint
Factory in East Village, Little Rock; ArcBest Corporate
headquarters, Fort Smith; Conway Regional Health
System additions and renovations, Lyon College
multiple campus facilities, Batesville

Architecture, interior design and
landscape; civil, mechanical,
electrical, refrigeration, fire
protection, structural engineering
and surveying

University of Arkansas Global Campus & Theater,
Rejuvenated Medical Spa, Fayetteville; Premier
Dermatology, Bentonville; Walmart & Sam's Clubs,
various locations

K-12 and higher education,
corporate, government/judicial,
health care, historic preservation,
adaptive reuse, sustainable design,
interiors, master planning

Jacksonville High School, Little Rock Tech Park phase
II, Cane Hill College historic preservation and
restoration, Premier Gastroenterology surgery center,
University of Central Arkansas Windgate Center for
Fine and Performing Arts

Architecture, engineering, planning
and interior design: commercial,
corporate, educational, financial,
health, religious

Northwest Arkansas Community College Washington
County Center, Arkansas Arts Academy, Arkansas
State Police headquarters, City of Springdale
municipal campus, Crystal Bridges Museum of
American Art north elevator tower
Researched by Roxanne Jones

Southwest Little Rock High School; Bank OZK
headquarters; U.S. Marshals Museum; Arkansas Arts
Center renovation and expansion (with Studio Gang);
Arkansas Children's Northwest Hosptial (with
CannonDesign/FKP)
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Largest Architectural Firms
Ranked by registered architects in Arkansas
Firm
Primary Office
Phone, Fax
Website
Other Locations

5
7
7
7
10
11

Registered Architects
Engineers
Other Professionals
Total Staff
Principals

Taggart Architects
4500 Burrow Drive, North Little Rock 72116
(501) 758-7443, (501) 753-7309
www.TaggArch.com
Fayetteville

12
0
NA
24

pb2 Architecture + Engineering
2809 Ajax Ave., Suite 100, Rogers 72758
(479) 636-3545, (479) 636-1209
www.PB2AE.com

11
7
23
100

SCM Architects PLLC
1400 Kirk Road, Little Rock 72223
(501) 224-3055, (501) 224-6934
www.SCMArchitects.com
Fayetteville

11
0
2
21

Wittenberg Delony & Davidson Inc. Architects
400 W. Capitol Ave., Suite 1800, Little Rock 72201
(501) 376-6681, (501) 376-0231
www.WDDArchitects.com
Fayetteville

11
0
NA
29

Lewis Architects Engineers
11225 Huron Lane, Suite 104, Little Rock 72211
(501) 223-9302
www.LEMVRW.com

9
5
8
28

Miller Boskus Lack Architects PA
2397 N. Green Acres Road, Fayetteville 72703
(479) 443-7121, (479) 443-7139
www.MBL-Arch.com
Bentonville

8
0
NA
15

Bill Gray
Alan New
Bram Keahey
Mike Callahan
Steve Grisham
Vince Poellot
Doug Hurley
Deb Ketz

Mike Steelman
John Connell
Fred Moseley
Brad Place
Ken Amburgy
Jonathan Nichols
Richard Alderman
Brad Chilcote
Chad Young
Roy St. Clair
Wallie Sprick
Jay Clark
Glen Woodruff
Steve Elliott
John McMorran
Clayton Vaden
Randy Ragsdale
Scott Woodward
Randy Wolf
Roger A. Boskus
Audy G. Lack

Disciplines or Specialties

Sample Projects

Architecture, planning, interiors,
health care, education,
government, civic, sports and
entertainment

CHI Arkansas Neuro Sciences Institute, Sherwood
Public Library; First Orion office building, 600 Main
Street office building, North Little Rock; Select
Medical/Phoenix and Las Vegas rehabilitation
hospitals, University of Arkansas Pat Walker Health
Center addition, Fayetteville
Walmart on Campus, UA Fayetteville; Bank Charette

Retail, grocery, food service,
commercial, fueling stations,
health and wellness, shopping
centers; architecture, interior
design, mechanical, electrical,
plumbing
Higher education, banking, retail,
religious, historic preservation,
university housing and dining
facilities, multi-family

University of Arkansas Monticello Student Success
Center, The District at Pinnacle Hills, Harding Indoor
Football, NWACC Integrated Design Lab, Henderson
State University Caddo Center, First Security Bank

Architecture, interior design,
contract administration

Arkansas Heart Hospital Encore, First National Bank
Financial Park Jonesboro, Don Tyson School of
Innovation, Wilbur D. Mills University High School,
ScholarMade Achievement Place at the Historic James
Mitchell School

Education, university, religious,
health services and commercial

Bryant Public Schools, Immanuel Baptist Church,
Baptist Health Springhill Medical office building, Rock
City Harley Davidson, Safe Foods/LPR Technology
Corp. offices and production plant, National Park
College student commons

Architecture, new urbanism & land
planning, multifamily housing,
office, retail, religious, schools,
restaurants, banks, higher
education

University of Arkansas Library storage annex, J.B. Hunt
Transport Training and Technology, Climb Bentonville,
Bentonville Brewery, University of Arkansas Pomfret
Dining Hall renovation and addition

®

IN POWER. SINCE 1920
7777NORTHSHORE
NORTHSHOREPLACE
PLACE||NORTH
NORTHLITTLE
LITTLEROCK,
ROCK,AR
AR72118
72118| 501.568.3000 | WWW.RPPOWER.COM
7777
501.568.3000 | WWW.RPPOWER.COM
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Largest Architectural Firms
Ranked by registered architects in Arkansas
Firm
Primary Office
Phone, Fax
Website
Other Locations

12
12
14
14
14
14
14

Registered Architects
Engineers
Other Professionals
Total Staff
Principals

Architecture Plus Inc.
907 S. 21st St., Fort Smith 72901
(479) 783-8395, (479) 783-0935
www.ArchPlusInc.net
Bentonville
Fennell Purifoy Architects
100 Morgan Keegan Drive, Suite 320, Little Rock 72202
(501) 372-6734, (501) 372-6736
www.FennellPurifoy.com
Allison + Partners
200 W. Capitol Ave., Suite 1400, Little Rock 72201
(501) 376-0717
www.AllisonArchitects.com
Benchmark Group
1805 N. Second St., Rogers 72756
(479) 636-5004, (479) 636-9687
www.TeamofChoice.com

Crafton Tull
901 N. 47th St., Suite 200, Rogers 72756
(479) 636-4838, (479) 631-6224
www.CraftonTull.com
Fayetteville, Little Rock, Conway, Russellville, Tulsa,
Oklahoma City
Roark Perkins Perry Yelvington Architects
713 W. Second St., Little Rock 72201
(501) 372-0272, (501) 372-3645
www.RPPYArchitects.com
Williams & Dean Architecture | Interior Design
18 Corporate Hill Drive, Suite 210, Little Rock 72205
(501) 224-1900, (501) 224-0873
www.WilliamsDean.com

5
0
4
13

H. Craig Boone
Michael Johnson

5
0
NA
9
4
0
2
7
4
12
NA
144

Tom Fennell
Phil Purifoy
Christian Martin
Colley Burrow
Chris Hartsfield
Katie Bruhl

4
18
29
244
4
0
1
7
4
0
7
11

Paul C. Parks
Brown Pendleton
David Kimball
Jason Adams
Jason Scates
Jim Lastovica
Randy Haase
Lane Housley
Matt Crafton
Jim Tull
Mark Owings
Jerry Kelso
Daniel Ellis
Timothy S.
Yelvington
David W. Perry
Fred M. Perkins
James R. Williams
Gary Dean
John Johnson
Jesse Peterson
Heidi Stephens

Disciplines or Specialties

Sample Projects

Architecture, design, interiors,
master planning, educational,
banks, military, postal, shopping
centers, single-family residential,
churches
Institutional, multifamily housing,
religious, historic adaptive reuse

Firstar Bank, Fort Smith; Mineral Springs K-12 school,
Louise Durham Elementary School addition

Architecture, landscape
architecture, campus and
community planning, civil
engineering, surveying

Ozarks Electric office expansion, Arkansas Technical
University Ozarks Health Sciences Building, Highlands
Oncology Group Springdale

AGFC Northwest Arkansas Nature and Education
Center, First Christian Church Little Rock, Coulson Oil
headquarters, UACCB Workforce Training Center,
Wynne City Hall
Higher education, libraries, K-12,
Fayetteville Public Library expansion, Walnut Ridge
renovation and historic
gym and ball field, Hempstead County courthouse
preservation, interior design; all
renovation, Tommy Marshall Curiosity Center, St.
projects feature sustainable design Margaret's Episcopal Church addition
Architecture; Interior Design;
Banks, Arkansas and Tennessee; Perkins, various
Engineering: Electrical, Mechanical, locations; Sam's Club, various locations; Target,
HVAC, Plumbing, Refrigeration; Fire various locations; Walmart, various locations
Protection; Energy Services;
Construction Compliance

Office, retail, warehouse, religious, United Methodist Foundation, Cabot Emergency
medical, banking, education
Hospital, First Methodist Church, Searcy; VSA Shiva
Vishnu Temple; Nixa Dental Office, Missouri
Architecture and Interior Design

Stockton Medical Plaza, Huffman Office Building,
EngageMED; Pediatrics Plus, Fitzroy Apartments, San
Marcos, TX; McDaniel Office Building
Researched by Roxanne Jones

Sources: the firms
JOHN BROWN UNIVERSITY
PEER-ANDRUS STUDIO AND PROJECT BARN
Siloam Springs, Arkansas

interiors
by pettus

CO N S T R U C T I O N | I N D U S T R I A L | C I V I L | E N V I R O N M E N TA L | S P E C I A LT Y

WE BUILD SPACES THAT INSPIRE STUDENTS
When John Brown University needed to create one building
to house both art and engineering students, they called
Nabholz. With our client’s vision in mind, we constructed a
space that accommodates the art students need for light
and space as well as the engineering students need for some
serious technology, all while staying under budget.

1.877.NABHOLZ | www.nabholz.com

Interiors by Pettus
2 Freeway Drive | Little Rock | pettusop.com
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Largest Engineering Firms
Ranked by registered engineers in Arkansas
Firm
Address
Phone, Fax
Website
Other Locations

1
2
3
3
5

Registered Engineers
Architects
Other Professionals
Total Staff

Garver
4701 Northshore Drive, North Little Rock 72118
(501) 376-3633, (501) 372-8042
www.GarverUSA.com
Fayetteville, Conway; nationwide

85
3
48
622

Engineering
Principal(s)
Dan Williams
Brock Hoskins
Bert Parker
Steve Jones
Frank McIllwain
Jerry Holder Jr.
Michael Griffin
Mark Asher

Jacobs Engineering Group Inc.
10816 Executive Center Drive, Suite 300, Little Rock
72211
(501) 223-0515, (501) 223-2470
www.Jacobs.com
Fayetteville, worldwide locations in 40 countries
Bernhard TME
1 Allied Drive, Building 2, Suite 2600, Little Rock
72202
(501) 666-6776, (501) 663-8888
www.Bernhard.com
Fayetteville; Tucson, AZ; Oklahoma City; Houston;
Birmingham, AL; Nashville, TN; St. Louis

30
3
60
80,000
29
1
93
214

Rusty Mullen
Ed Tinsley

OlssonB
302 E. Millsap Road, Fayetteville 72703
(479) 443-3404, (479) 443-4340
www.Olsson.com
26 offices in Arizona, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas,
Nebraska, Missouri, Oklahoma
Cromwell Architects Engineers Inc.
1300 E. 6th St., Little Rock 72202
(501) 372-2900, (501) 372-0482
www.Cromwell.com
Springdale; Fayetteville, N.C.; Landstuhl, Germany

29
0
7
1,168

Brad Hammond

27
26
43
119

Rob Seay
Joe Hilliard
Todd Kuhn
Michael Callahan

1 Formerly McGoodwin Williams & Yates Inc., which was acquired in January 2018

Specialties

Sample Engineering Projects

Water, transportation, aviation,
federal, facilities design, power,
surveys, construction services

Southwest Trail; Massard WWTP study, Fort
Smith; Interstate 49 bridges, Rogers; Bayou Meto
phase I value engineering and H Donaghey
Avenue, Conway

Environmental, civil, roadway,
structural, traffic, transportation
planning, surveying, water and
wastewater, program and
construction management

White River str. and apprs., Prairie County; ManilaEast Widening, Mississippi County; Operations,
maintenance and management services,
Fayetteville; Central Arkansas Water facilities
master plan, Little Rock; US 67/167 Widening,
Jacksonville and Cabot
Mechanical, plumbing, structural,
Sylvan Hills High School; Mercy Northwest
electrical and lighting design, low
Patient Tower; University of Arkansas Stadium
voltage, fire alarm, fire protection, Drive housing; First Orion office building; Delta
construction administration, energy Dental of Arkansas addition and renovation
services consulting, commissioning,
retro-commissioning, facility capital
management, benchmarking, utility
management services
Municipal water, wastewater,
Jonesboro East Side WWTP expansion,
transportation and roadway design, Springdale Spring Creek Lift Station; Fayetteville
land development, environmental East Side water distribution improvements,
resources and compliance,
Rogers Monte Ne Road improvements, Clarksville
landscape and urban planning, field Water Treatment Plant expansion
services, and building services
Civil, structural, mechanical,
Lockheed Martin various projects, Camden;
electrical, fire protection,
Glatfelter manufacturing facility, Fort Smith;
architecture, sustainable design,
University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff renovations;
commissioning, energy services,
Rhine Ordnance Barracks Medical Center
facilities management, interior
replacement commissioning services, Germany;
design and construction
Washington Office Tower commissioning services,
administration
Arlington, VA
Researched by Roxanne Jones

WE’VE GOT THE RIGHT
COVERAGE FOR RIGHT
WHERE YOU ARE.
BXS INSURANCE HAS A COLLECTION OF
EXCLUSIVE PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR:
• Architects
• Engineers

• Environmental consultants
• Large project specific liability policies

OUR CUSTOMIZED RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES INCLUDE:

WE LISTEN. WE PROVIDE. WE PRESENT.
Batson Inc. has been your trusted MEP, industrial and energy
engineering consulting firm since 1984.
As we grow, we want you to join us.
Now hiring engineers!

Batson.com | 501.664.3311

• Contract reviews for insurability concerns
• Seminars that could include CE hours and premium credit
• Claims advocacy and continual monitoring
• Large project specific liability policies
• Ability for you to issue certificates of insurance

Toll-Free: (800) 358-7741 | Office: (501) 664-7705

BXSI.com

1. BXS Insurance is a wholly owned subsidiary of BancorpSouth Bank. 2. Insurance products are • Not a deposit • Not
FDIC insured • Not insured by any federal government agency • Not guaranteed by the bank • May go down in value.
3. BXS Insurance is an equal opportunity employer.
©2019 BancorpSouth Insurance All Rights Reserved
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Largest Engineering Firms
Ranked by registered engineers in Arkansas
Firm
Address
Phone, Fax
Website
Other Locations

Registered
Engineers
Architects
Other Professionals
Total Staff

McClelland Consulting Engineers
7302 Kanis Road, Little Rock 72204
(501) 371-0272, (501) 371-9932
www.MCE.US.com
Fayetteville, Fort Smith, Tulsa

21
0
38
118

Crafton Tull
901 N. 47th St., Suite 200, Rogers 72756
(479) 636-4838, (479) 631-6224
www.CraftonTull.com
Fayetteville, Edmond, Little Rock, Conway,
Russellville, Oklahoma City, Tulsa

18
4
29
244

7

FTN Associates Ltd.
3 Innwood Circle, Suite 220, Little Rock 72211
(501) 225-7779, (501) 225-6738
www.FTN-Assoc.com
Fayetteville; Baton Rouge; Chesterfield, MO

18
0
38
78

9

Hawkins-Weir Engineers Inc.
110 S. 7th St., Van Buren 72956
(479) 474-1227, (479) 474-8531
www.Hawkins-Weir.com
Little Rock, Fayetteville, Fort Smith

17
0
1
42

HFAB
1705 S. Walton Blvd., Suite 3, Bentonville 72712
(479) 273-7780, (888) 520-9685
www.HFA-AE.com
Boston; Fort Worth, TX; Mexico City

16
18
68
240

Mid-South Engineering Co.
1658 Malvern Ave., Hot Springs 71901
(501) 321-2276, (501) 624-4214
www.MSECO.com
Cary, NC; Orono, ME
CEI Engineering Associates Inc.
3108 SW Regency Pkwy., Suite 2, Bentonville 72712
(479) 273-9472, (479) 273-0844
www.CEIEng.com
Dallas, Houston, Fresno, CA; Philadelphia, Phoenix,
Minneapolis, Boston; Palm Coast, FL
Benchmark Group
1805 N. Second St., Rogers 72756
(479) 636-5004, (479) 636-9687
www.TeamofChoice.com

16
1
13
107

6
7

10
10
12
13
13
15
16
16
18
18
20

Brown Engineers LLC
17200 Chenal Parkway, Suite 300 PMB 324, Little
Rock 72223
(501) 448-0100
www.BrownEngineers.net
Bentonville
Engineering Services Inc.
1207 S. Old Missouri Road, Springdale 72764
(479) 751-8733, (479) 751-8746
www.EngineeringServices.com
Batesville
B&F Engineering Inc.
928 Airport Road, Hot Springs 71913
(501) 767-2366, (501) 767-6859
www.BNFEng.com
Batson Inc.
1300 Brookwood Drive, Little Rock 72202
(501) 664-3311
www.Batson.com
Tatum-Smith Engineers Inc.
3100 S Market Street, Suite 202, Rogers 72758
(479) 621-6128
www.TatumSmith.com
Terracon Consultants Inc.
25809 Interstate 30 South, Bryant 72022
(501) 847-9292, (501) 847-9210
www.Terracon.com
Nationwide
Grubbs Hoskyn Barton & Wyatt Inc.
1 Trigon Place, Little Rock 72209
(501) 455-2536, (501) 455-4137
www.GrubbsEngineers.com
Springdale, El Dorado

Engineering Principal(s) Specialties

Sample Engineering Projects

Byron Hicks
Mitch Rose
Dan Beranek
Daniel Barnes
Kevin Beaumont
Adam Triche
Matthew Vinyard
Steven Head
Matt Crafton
Jim Tull
Jerry Kelso
Daniel Ellis
Bill Burnett
Mike Burns
Brad Peterson
Lane Housley
Paul Crawford
Dennis Ford

Water, wastewater, aviation,
transportation, site design civil
engineering, landscape architecture,
sustainable design, geotechnical
engineering, survey services,
construction staking, construction
administration, water and materials
testing
Civil engineering, transportation
engineering; landscape architecture;
surveying; community and campus
planning

Texarkana Regional Airport renovations;
Springdale Water Utility sludge drying facility;
Jacksonville JP Wright Loop Road rail grade
separation; Main Street phase II, Southwest
High School, Little Rock

Clean Water Act compliance services,
natural resources management, water
and wastewater management, solid
waste, site investigation and
remediation

Brett D. Peters
Barry K. McCormick
Jeremy D. Shores
Larry E. Yancey
J. Kyle Salyer
Aaron M. Benzing
Harrison French
Larry Lott
Chris Horton
Dave Wilgus
Ryan Ray
Lou Allevato
Lee Murphy
Chris Brown
Marc Stewart

Civil engineering, environmental,
structural, land planning and
development, surveying, construction
management and inspection

Conway Scrap Metal brownfield remediation;
Little Rock Landfill cfell design; Rogers master
drainage plan; Lake Conway spillway
improvements; watershed management
plans for Arkansas Natural Resources
Commission
El Dorado effluent pump stations, Fort Smith
Regional Airport rental car services, UAFS
Library expansion

Mechanical, electrical and fire protection
engineering; civil and structural
engineering; architecture, interior design,
landscape architecture; surveying

Fifteen miles of Interstate 49 widening, CARTI
site design, Metroplan Jump Start projects,
Mercy NWA Hospital expansion site design,
Walnut/Walton Interchange

University of Arkansas Global Campus and
theater, Rejuvenated Medical Spa,
Fayetteville; Premier Dermatology,
Bentonville; Walmart & Sam's Clubs, various
locations

Bio-energy, building products, industrial Weyerhaeuser, Millport, AL; Angelina Forest
facility design, material handling, hydro- Products, Lufkin, TX; Drax Biomass, Southeast
electric power generation, project
U.S.; Georges River Energy, Searsmont, ME;
management; industrial, mechanical,
Weyerhaeuser, Dierks
electrical, civil and structural engineering
Civil engineering, land surveying,
J.B. Hunt campus; Crystal Flats, Bentonville;
landscape architecture, planning and
Johnson Square; Northwest Arkansas
entitlements, permitting, construction Regional Airport parking garage, Highfill;
observation
multiple parks and trails throughout the state

14
0
8
105

Jeffrey Geurian
Brent Massey
Richard Rogers

12
4
NA
144

Paul C. Parks
Brown Pendleton
David Kimball
Jason Adams
Jason Scates
Jim Lastovica
Randy Haase
Dee Brown
Bruce Brown
Nick McNeill
Scott Geurin
Melanie Richardson
Alex Trulove
Brian Moore
Tim Mays
Jason Appel

Electrical engineering, Mechanical
Casey's General Stores, Harps Food,
engineering including HVAC, Plumbing, Starbucks, Target, Walmart, various locations
Refrigeration; Fire Protection
engineering; Energy Services;
Construction Compliance; Architecture;
Interior Design

James Montgomery
Keith Matthews
John Rogers
Tim Tieaskie
Jonathan Hamner
Edward Hoey
Marc White
Robby Bennett

Civil/Structural Engineering and Land
Surveying

Mark Smith
Richard Welcher
J. David Tatum

Structural engineering and analysis,
design and prototype development,
consulting services, project
management
Environmental consulting, geotechnical
engineering and construction materials
testing services.

12
0
11
23
9
NA
1
44
8
0
8
44
8
0
0
15
7
0
NA
23
7
NA
6
4,000
6
0
5
60

David Hopkins

Mark Wyatt
Mark Barton
Subra Bhat

Mechanical, electrical, automation
engineering

Buildings, energy, industrial, power, water/
wastewater

General civil engineering and surveying

Shaw Family Park, 56th Street improvements
and extension, 64th Street improvements,
Highlands Oncology Group LSD, Springdale;
Southwest Basin Sewer Interceptor, Centerton

Hot Springs School District Junior Academy,
CMC Lexington SC Wire Chopper facility, MidAmerica Science Museum Traveling Exhibit
Hall, Oaklawn Racing & Gaming Hotel &
Casino expansion
MEP, HVAC, lighting, power, industrial Branch banks, high rise condominiums,
control and instrumentation, BIM and 3D restaurants
modeling, energy services

Geotechnical subsurface exploration,
construction engineering, field and
laboratory testing

Sources: the firms. Professional counts are for Arkansas only; total staff is for all locations. 1 Formerly Harrison French & Associates Ltd.

Springdale Municipal campus, Fayetteville
Public Library expansion, Benton County
Courthouse, Arkansas Music Pavilion
expansion, Rogers; City U, Bentonville
Robinson Center Music Hall, Interstate 30
crossing project, Saline County Heart Hospital,
citywide street improvements in Little Rock,
Bass Pro Shop, Little Rock Air Force Base
visiting quarters
Bank OZK headquarters, Little Rock;
Huckleberry Dam seepage repair, Dover;
Highway 351 overpass, Jonesboro; Jacksonville
High School; ConAgra facility addition,
Russellville
Researched by Roxanne Jones
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project, home to Taggart Architects Inc.
The sellers are Charles Foster, $645,000;
and Kenneth Matthews, $215,000.
Foster carried $645,000 to finance the
deal.
Foster and Matthews, through their
FM Properties, bought out the interest
of Burt Taggart in the 0.87-acre development for $377,000 in November 1996.

Riverdale Land

Residence Inn Marriott at 219 River Market Ave. in downtown Little Rock. [GOOGLE MAPS]

Residence Inn Marriott
Hosts $20.3 Million Sale
A 107-room hotel in downtown Little
Rock tipped the scales at $20.37 million.
SREIT RI Little Rock Propco LLC,
an affiliate of Noble Investment Group
of Atlanta, acquired the Residence Inn
Marriott at 219 River Market Ave. The
seller is NFII/CI Little Rock LLC, an affiliate of Starwood Capital of Greenwich, Connecticut.
SREIT assumed a December 2014
mortgage of $14.4 million held by Wells
Fargo Bank of Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
The 0.53-acre development was
bought for $17.5 million more than four
years ago from MHG Little Rock RE Ltd.,
an affiliate of McKibbon Hotel Group Inc.
of Gainesville, Georgia.

Real Deals
George Waldon
George@ABPG.com

Oﬃce Acquisition I
A 48,800-SF office building in west
Little Rock weighed in at $4.45 million.
Woodmont Hardin LLC of New York
purchased the Sedgwick Centre at 400
Hardin Road from Responsive Education
Solutions of Lewisville, Texas.
The deal is backed with a 20-year loan
of $4 million from FNBC Bank of Ash Flat.
The 4.88-acre development previously was tied to a March 2014 mortgage of
$3.3 million held by Northstar Bank of
Texas in Denton.
Responsive Education acquired the
project for $3.9 million five years ago
from Simmons First National Bank of
Pine Bluff.

Oﬃce Acquisition II
The Ten Three Ten office building in
west Little Rock sold for $3.55 million.

10-3-10 LLC, led by Pete Hornibrook
and Lee Stephens, bought the 52,800-SF
building at 10310 W. Markham St. The
seller is Ten Three Ten, a general partnership led by Robert DeBin Jr.
The deal is funded with a three-year
loan of $2.7 million from IberiaBank of
Lafayette, Louisiana.
The 2.94-acre development previously
was linked with a January 2011 mortgage
of $2.7 million held by Simmons Bank of
Pine Bluff.
The location was purchased for
$870,000 in April 1985 from Central
Baptist Church.

Oﬃce Acquisition III
A 6,700-SF office building in North
Little Rock changed hands in an $860,000
deal. Hidden Lovester LLC, led by Richard
Bell, acquired the 4500 Burrow Drive

FOR LEASE: WEST LITTLE ROCK OFFICE

A 2-acre commercial site in Little
Rock’s Riverdale area rang up a $586,631
sale.
Time Farms LLC, led by Gary Green,
purchased the land at the northwest
corner of Brookwood Drive and Turtle
Creek Lane from Winrock International
Institute for Agricultural Development.
The Winrock nonprofit, established
by the late Gov. Winthrop Rockefeller,
gained ownership of the Riverdale property in March 2014 through a Rockefeller-controlled entity: Pleasant Valley Inc.
The corporation developed its namesake subdivision in west Little Rock
and negotiated a swap with Riverdale
Country Club members.
In exchange for the Riverdale property, Pleasant Valley Inc. gave the members a 254-acre spread and invested
$1.15 million to build the Pleasant Valley
Country Club. Pleasant Valley Inc. also
assumed $170,000 of outstanding debt.

Onsite Transaction
A 5,839-SF office building in west
Pulaski County is under new ownership
after a $515,000 deal.
MDJP LLC, led by Michael Morton,
bought the Onsite Imaging project at
16502 Lawson Road from Barry Beck
Properties LLC.
The property was purchased for
$322,000 in February 2013 from the
Pulaski County Baptist Association.

Aldersgate Land
A half-acre commercial site in west
Little Rock drew a $200,000 transaction.
1224 Aldersgate LLC, led by Dr. Oumitana Kajkenova, acquired the land
near the southwest corner of Aldersgate
and Kanis roads. The seller is OA Land Co.
LLC, led by Dr. Tad Pruitt.
OA Land bought the property for
$165,000 in June 2006 from Elaine Jones.

Somersett Estates
A 4,330-SF home in the Somersett
Estates neighborhood of west Pulaski

1001 Technology Dr., Little Rock, AR
Colliers.com
501 372 6161

7,629 - 70,000 SF - Full floor plates available
casi.runnells@colliers.com | 501 850 0713
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County sold for $810,000. Phillip and
Paula Dollar purchased the house from
Christie and Deno Grumbos.

The deal is backed with a 30-year
loan of $567,000 from Loandepot.com of
Foothill Ranch, California.
The 5-acre spread previously was tied
to a March 2017 mortgage of $424,100
held by Arvest Bank of Fayetteville.
The residence was acquired for
$730,000 a year ago from Stuart and
Mitzi Miller.

River Ridge
A 5,344-SF home in Little Rock’s River
Ridge neighborhood changed hands in
a $745,000 deal. Thomas Cupples bought
the house from Mangaraju Chakka and
Kanthi Dasari

The deal is funded with a 30-year loan
of $596,000 from U.S. Bank of Cincinnati.
The residence previously was linked with
a September 2011 mortgage of $417,000
held by IberiaBank.
The property was purchased for
$786,000 in September 2006 from Bradley
and Rene Boop.

Cascade Creek
A 6,086-SF home in the Cascade Creek
neighborhood of west Pulaski County
rang up a $705,000 sale.
Gerald Carman Jr. and his wife, Abigail,
acquired the house from Ron Kuhn. The
deal is financed with a 30-year loan of
$528,750 from First National Bank of
Paragould.
The 10-acre spread previously was
tied to a January 2014 mortgage of
$639,000 held by IberiaBank.
The house was bought for $710,000
more than five years ago from the Mason
Living Trust, led by Charles and Debra
Mason.

Hickory Creek
A 4,979-SF home in west Little Rock’s
Hickory Creek neighborhood is under
new ownership after a $595,000 deal.
HC Lot 83 LLC, led by Ben and Jacqueline Boyette, purchased the residence from the namesake living revocable trust of Jimie and Janet Kusel.
The Kusels acquired the location for
$99,000 in February 1993 from Hickory
Creek Ltd., Hickory Valley Ltd. and Beacon
Hill Ltd., all led by Clint Boshears. ■
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Everybody, and Nobody,
Is Talking About YouTube
Talk about a hot-potato topic.
One Arkansas advertising executive
sent me a link to a CNBC story, just wanting to make sure I was aware of the subject. He didn’t want to be quoted, though.
Then another marketing pro told me
that parents have a moral right to protect
their kids from internet threats, but as a
businesswoman she fears overreaction
in an era of viral backlashes. But that was
on background. She had no comment for
the record.
So why all the sensitivity?
Pedophiles had discovered YouTube,
and advertisers were fleeing.
Pedophile comments attached to
YouTube videos featuring children
pushed multimillion-dollar advertisers
like AT&T, Disney, Hasbro and Nestle to
halt commercials on the Google-owned
video website, demanding that YouTube
clamp down on lewd comments and
adjust algorithms and search-suggestion
functions to avoid catering to fetishists
and criminals.
On Thursday, just as this column was
going to press, YouTube announced that
it was disabling comments on all videos
involving kids. That should comfort children’s safety advocates and businesses
that see YouTube advertising as effective.
Many had feared a widening boycott.
The solution defies YouTube’s reader
engagement goals, which rely on comments, but it preserves advertising. A big
persentage of commercials seen today
are wedged between videos seen online.
Channels like YouTube offer a direct line
to viewers, who can’t skip the ads.
And it was a YouTube celebrity, Matt
Watson, who drew attention to what
Futurism.com’s Kristin Houser called “the
latest shocking example of how difficult
it is for Silicon Valley platforms to police
their own communities at scale, even in
the face of egregious abuse.”
Watson, in a video that racked up more
than 2 million views, said YouTube’s
comment sections were offering a platform for a “soft-core pedophilia ring” to
exchange contact information and links.
Before disabling the comments altogether, YouTube outlined corrective policies, but advertisers wanted more direct
action. (AT&T had pulled its advertising
from YouTube before, in a 2017 wave
of cancellations over ads’ proximity to
videos from terror organizations and
hate groups.) The company issued a
statement: “Any content — including
comments — that endangers minors is
abhorrent and we have clear policies
prohibiting this on YouTube. We took
immediate action by deleting accounts,
reporting illegal activity to authorities
and disabling violative comments.”
A Google representative, Chi Hea Cho,
told The New York Times that YouTube
disabled comments on millions of videos featuring children and deleted thousands of comments about them, includ-
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Outtakes
Kyle Massey
KMassey@ABPG.com

ing timestamps flagging parts of videos
— perhaps a moment where a child takes
off her shoes or plays on a swing — for
pedophiles. “There’s more to be done,”
Cho was quoted as saying, and shortly
thereafter, the comment shutdown was
announced.
Advertisers’ disgust with their brands
appearing near offensive content has
been a persistent problem for YouTube,
which suffered significant revenue losses in what users called 2017’s “adpocalypse.” One local ad executive called the
situation a shame, a case of a few wicked
people effectively holding an attractive
ad platform hostage.
The problem with pedophile comments relates to another YouTube-andchildren cautionary tale examined last
week. Arstechnica.com reported on horrid content, including tips on committing suicide, spliced into cartoons on the
YouTube Kids app. “I’d say YouTube, like
Facebook, is broken,” Arkansas Business
Online Editor Lance Turner posted on
Twitter last week. “But both have been
designed to be the way they are.”
Caroline Knorr, senior parenting editor for Common Sense Media, says parents should take great care in posting
their children’s videos on YouTube, even
though comments have now been disabled. “Privacy settings are crucial,” she
said in a phone interview. “If you want to
upload kids’ recitals or school plays, I’d
argue against posting to the wide internet.” Instead, keep your channel private,
sharing links only with trusted people.
Knorr said she’s not certain that
all the people who caused trouble in
YouTube’s comment sections are pedophiles. “Internet trolls may be trolling
YouTube to expose weaknesses and
exploit vulnerabilities in the algorithm.”
It did put YouTube on notice, she said,
but the harm to children was egregious.
“That’s often the problem with usercreated content. People want to share
wonderful moments of a child’s upbringing, those funny and sweet things along
the way. What could go wrong.?”
Well, now we know. ■
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Most Read Stories of the Week
Here are the most popular online stories for the week ending Feb. 28.

1. Hit with $310M Judgment, Windstream Files Chapter 11 Bankruptcy
Judge found that 2015 spinoﬀ of ﬁber and copper assets into REI trust ran afoul of bond covenants.
(For more, see Page 6.)
2. Lawsuit Alleges Banker Accepted Illicit Photos to Cover Customer’s Debt
Woman says photos, videos of her were used to cover ex-boyfriend’s debts at Arkansas County Bank.
3. Accounting Maneuvers Hid Funding Failures at UAMS
Preliminary audit shows Myeloma Center’s operating losses grew under Dr. Gareth Morgan’s leadership.
4. KATV Plans Move from Downtown to Riverdale
Station expects to move to former Arkansas Student Loan Guarantee Foundation site by early 2020.
5. Windstream Extends CEO Tony Thomas’ Contract to 2024
Thomas gets annual base salary of at least $1 million and time-based cash award of $2 million.

“In our view, a management and a board with an extreme
and unwarranted assessment of Windstream’s legal
case chose to bet the company. The company lost.”
— from statement released by Aurelius Capital Management
in response to judgment filed against Windstream
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Pot Edibles
Seen Claiming
Market Share
Medical marijuana isn’t even for sale
yet in Arkansas, but some people in the
industry are already considering the
potential market for medical cannabis
edibles, products like gummy candies,
chocolates, cookies and brownies.
They’re increasingly popular in the
states where marijuana — both recreational and medical — is legal. The
edibles market in the United States and
Canada is expected to grow to $4.1 billion
by 2022, according to a report by ArcView
Market Research and BDS Analytics. The
Specialty Food Association had placed
cannabis cuisine on its list of food trends
for 2018, along with plant-based foods,
Filipino cuisine and something called
“Goth food,” a black food trend that has
been largely absent (happily, as far as I’m
concerned) from Arkansas.
Acanza Health Group of Little Rock,
one of 32 dispensaries licensed by the
Arkansas Alcoholic Beverage Control
Division, is considering offering edibles

at its location at 2733 N. McConnell Ave.
in Fayetteville, said consultant Michael
Mayes, who’s advising the dispensary.
But how much will depend on sales.
And Delta Medical Cannabis Co. of
Jonesboro, a cultivator, has indicated it
plans to offer edibles as well.
However, a bill introduced last week
in the Arkansas Legislature by state Sen.
Cecile Bledsoe, R-Rogers, would prohibit
the use of medical marijuana in food and
drink form except in limited circumstances. It was scheduled to be reviewed by a
Senate committee as we went to press.
In addition, Amendment 98 to the
state Constitution, which allowed the
sale of medical cannabis, “states that
edibles cannot in any way resemble
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common snacks or candies, or otherwise
seem appealing to children,” said ABC
spokesman Scott Hardin. “It is very broad
in that it does not specifically state what
is or isn’t appealing to children, but in
the past, we advised edibles be presented
in muted colors. Beyond that, this is a bit
of a gray area.”
Edible — or injectible, for that matter
— cannabis products have a number of
advantages over combustibles — three in
particular, said Mayes, CEO of Quantum
9 of Chicago, a marijuana consulting
company. No. 1, people who can’t inhale
medicine, such as those with compromised respiratory systems, might find
edible products easier to use. No. 2, consuming products can be much more discreet and private than smoking or vaping
medical marijuana. And No. 3, because
it’s ingestible, the effects of medical cannabis have the potential to be longerlasting, according to Mayes.
However, he said, the therapeutic
effects are felt more quickly with smokable medical marijuana.
Mayes noted that one of the principal owners and CEO of Acanza Health
Group, Randi Hernandez, had experience
setting up a cannabis-cultivation and
extraction laboratory in Maine and is
bringing that experience to Arkansas.
But how does a patient know that the
medical marijuana in that chocolate or
brownie he’s consuming is safe?
Mayes compared medical marijuana
to nutraceuticals, food products claiming to provide health benefits, things like
dietary supplements. The Food & Drug
Administration does regulate dietary supplements, but under a set of regulations
much less stringent than those for pharmaceuticals. However, under federal law,
marijuana remains illegal, so the agency
will not be monitoring your neighborhood medical marijuana dispensary.
Hardin said the ABC will be relying
on the Arkansas Department of Health for
product testing. The Health Department
will be requiring dispensaries and cultivators to test every batch of usable medical marijuana for things like pesticides,
water content, heavy metals and the concentration of THC and cannabidiol.
Ultimately, marijuana is a business.
The progress of the medical marijuana business in Arkansas hasn’t been
smooth, but it’s been fascinating, as
watching it should continue to be. ■
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unshine Week, the annual celebration of the public’s access to public
information, is March 10-16 this
year, so the timing of a bill by state Sen.
Kim Hammer, R-Benton, is fitting.
Hammer’s proposal, Senate Bill 231,
would open the records of private organizations that perform governmental
functions or support government agencies by fundraising or providing labor —
for example, the Razorback Foundation.
It’s not often that a bill’s language
sings, but SB231 is beautifully quotable:
“It is vital in a democratic society that
public business be performed in an open
and public manner so that the electors
are advised of the performance of public
officials and of the decisions that are
reached in public activity and in making
public policy.”
Further: “It is in the interest of the public to provide transparency with respect to
private organizations that support public
entities without the need for litigation.”
News stories in the Arkansas Democrat-

Gazette and the Arkansas Times helped
inspire the legislation. Private nonprofits that help support public, taxpayerfunded institutions like the University of
Arkansas and Arkansas State University
consistently refuse to disclose information that should be public.
Recent examples include the
Razorback Foundation’s contract with
a company aiding the search for a new
football coach, which the DemocratGazette noted was “the highest-paid
public position in the state.” ASU’s Red
Wolves Foundation won’t disclose loan
data related to stadium expansions.
The UA opposes the bill, with representatives claiming it might hurt fundraising. This despite the fact that the
proposal explicitly states that “the identity of donors to a private entity are not
public records.” ASU declined comment
on Hammer’s measure.
When the public’s money is being
spent, you, the public, have the right to
know how it’s being spent. ■
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Let’s You
And Him
Fight

love bankers. Truly I do.
I love some personally, and I love
them professionally. Banks are my
favorite businesses to cover because
every industry depends on the banks
and the banks depend on every other
industry — and because federal regulators make so much data readily available.
But while I love banks and bankers, I
confess to enjoying how irritated they get
when the subject is credit unions.
Two weeks ago, we published guest
commentary by Rodney Showmar, CEO
of Arkansas Federal Credit Union. For
reasons that were completely transparent, Showmar argued in favor of state
legislation that would allow state agencies and local governments to deposit funds in institutions insured by the
National Credit Union Administration
as well as the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp. “Both are backed by the full faith
and credit of the United States government,” Showmar explained.
Credit unions, he said, routinely pay
higher interest rates than banks — sometimes significantly higher. Including
them among approved depositories
would mean taxpayers would earn more
interest — either from credit unions or
from banks that would start paying higher rates in order to keep the business.
As I expected, the banking industry
responded in opposition. Letters from
Lorrie Trogden, the new executive director of the Arkansas Bankers Association,
and Larry Wilson, CEO of First Arkansas
Bank & Trust of Jacksonville, appear on
the opposite page. As you can see, their
central argument against allowing credit
unions to compete for public deposits
rests on their perennial complaint about
credit unions having an unfair advantage because they are tax-exempt nonprofits. “They are, in fact, very much
for-profit institutions. They are simply
non-taxed institutions,” Wilson wrote.
That argument could be made for
every nonprofit organization that doesn’t
operate in the red, but Wilson’s point is
not entirely without merit. There was a
time when credit unions were basically employee-to-employee lenders, and
membership was limited to employees of
the sponsoring company or union.
Over the decades, savvy and unified
lobbying by the credit union industry
persuaded Congress and the NCUA to
relax membership restrictions, allowing
larger and larger “fields of membership.”
Last year, to the utter disgust of bankers, the NCUA essentially allowed each
credit union to define for itself the “community” it plans to serve — up to 10 million in population. Katy bar the door.
Both Trogden and Wilson singled out
Arkansas Federal for their complaints,
which is fair since Showmar volunteered

Editor’s Note
Gwen Moritz
GMoritz@ABPG.com

to be the face of this proposal. “The
state’s largest credit union made more
than $10 million in profits in 2018 and
has accumulated well over $100 million
in untaxed profits over time. How many
businesses do you know that make more
than $10 million per year and pay exactly
zero in taxes?” Wilson asked.
Well, Amazon will pay no federal
income taxes for the second year in a
row on combined profits of $16.8 billion,
according to a report released last month
by the Institute on Taxation & Economic
Policy. In fact, Amazon will get a rebate
of $129 million for 2018, a tax rate of
negative 1 percent. That’s better than any
nonprofit credit union.
Nearly a third of the banks chartered
in Arkansas are organized as subchapter
S corporations, so they don’t pay income
taxes either. (Shareholders do. Credit
unions cleverly avoid that by not having
shareholders.)
More to the point, AFCU is an outlier in Arkansas. While there are gigantic credit unions in some areas of the
country that no Arkansas state legislation would affect, AFCU’s $1.2 billion
in assets represent 40 percent of the
assets of all 56 credit unions chartered in
Arkansas combined, and its net income
is half of the combined profit. Most are so
small that if Arkansas Business granted
Showmar’s wish by combining banks
and credit unions into a single list, 34
of the state’s 56 credit unions would be
smaller than the smallest of the state’s
93 bank charters when ranked by assets.
And the taxes they are avoiding? If the
state collected the maximum 6.5 percent
on a generous combined net income of,
say, $25 million — a gross oversimplification — the state government would collect $1.63 million. As Showmar pointed
out in his commentary, taxpayers could
collect more than that in higher interest rates on nearly $400 million in state
deposits invested in bank CDs.
The Legislature can do nothing about
NCUA rules or Amazon’s tax burden, but
the simple question is politically hard.
Should taxpayers be able to earn more
on their deposits by giving banks competition from tax-exempt credit unions?
If taxpayers and credit unions win, it will
be at the expense of banks. ■
Email Gwen Moritz, editor of Arkansas
Business, at GMoritz@ABPG.com.

VIEWS

Telling a Good Story Well

L

et me tell you a story.
Not too long ago a consumer company, flush
with sales and rich with bottomline success, decided to offer
stock. It “went public.” And grew
richer still. With new money, it
upgraded its offices: bright colors, cool, plush furniture, luscious and inviting smells from
the always-open staff kitchen
and dining room called “The
Roundabout.” Blue-jeaned and
T-shirted employees’ twice-amonth paychecks grew fatter
with raises; they enjoyed a few
more benefits and were dubbed
“success partners.” Not simply indulging itself, the company immediately invested in
new, robot-inspired production, more efficient distribution
with its own Volvo trucks with
that green and blue stripe, and
brand-building Amazon Prime
and Facebook Live campaigns
promoting customer benefits,
while at the same time showing who and what the company
stood for: quality, excellence,
stewardship, friendship. Well
into the company’s first year

On Consumers
Craig Douglass
Craig@CraigDouglass.com

of being publicly held, sales
topped out. The stock price,
after inching up a bit, now
remained flat.
“We’re doing everything
right,” said the young CEO as
he sat on the edge of his Eamesstyle chair. “Why aren’t we
being rewarded by the market?”
Investment analysts droned
that the company’s product was
filling a niche, but the niche
wasn’t growing. The company’s
own research showed the same.

So, it added products, or what
marketers call “line extensions,”
take-offs on the original idea. To
fund the erstwhile expansion,
the company reduced the quality of the original product, thus
reducing cost, but increased its
price and revamped the promotion strategy. A new promise.
New wow!
The result? Over the next
five years, there were lackluster
sales and a sinking stock price.
Then something happened. The
original product’s sales chart
started showing up arrows.
More consumers were trying it.
There was a definite surge in
top-line sales.
It was, however, temporary.
More research showed that new
consumers were “growing into
the market.” A new generation
of consumers, younger customers, were trying the product,
but, according to social media
posts, it didn’t meet their needs.
The quality — texture, luster,
long-lasting use — just wasn’t
there. The company behind the
product had lost its focus on
excellence, stewardship, hones-
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ty and service. It wasn’t friends
with its customers anymore.
It had changed the product,
changed the culture and missed
the boat. The public company
was only six years old. And it
failed.
It seems the company had in
the beginning a good product,
a good story and an original
idea new consumers were now
catching up to. But the company changed the product, and
with that, changed everything.
It didn’t tell its true story, a story
of the company, its people, their
dedication to the product and
the needs and desires of the
customers they and it served.
Storytelling is compelling.
So states the February issue
of the Public Relations Society
of America’s newsletter. It’s
show and tell. But it’s really
more show than tell. “Perhaps
the true power of stories lies
in how they can unite people
who would otherwise have little
in common.” That’s how Tracy
Zampaglione puts it in her PRSA
article on writing.
In consumer marketing, if
you can unite a wide audience
around your product or service
through storytelling, you have

a diverse market, a market that
may protect the company from
inevitable economic swings. A
united market or audience, well
understood, can help corporate
leaders chart a course for longterm success.
Good storytelling comes
from telling a story well.
Defining characters. Describing
circumstances, all in lush detail
that engages the senses. As the
PRSA advises, “It’s not a drink,
but a martini, and not a flower,
but a rose. You get the idea.”
Perhaps most important is making sure the story talks about
“them” and not “us.” Remember,
one of the keys to consumer success is making sure customers
knows what’s in it for them.
Well, you got this far, so I
guess it was a pretty good story.
Who was the company and
what was the product? It didn’t
exist. I made it up, and simply
told a story. ■

being subsidized by about $2.3
million annually by Arkansas
taxpayers. And that is only
one Arkansas credit union.
Allowing credit unions to take
public deposits would only work
against the state by reducing the
state’s tax base as well as leaving less capital in community
banks for lending to small businesses and consumers.
Credit unions were given taxexempt status by Congress to
make credit available to people
of modest means. Credit unions
have had 90 years to complete
this mission. What does that
look like in Arkansas? In 2016,
only 4 percent of mortgages originated in Arkansas went to lowincome borrowers. In addition,
when it comes to small business,
as of 2016, Arkansas banks had
over $27 billion in outstanding

small-business loans as well as
$1.7 billion in small-farm loans.
These loans drive small-business and bank tax dollars back
into the Arkansas economy.
Arkansas community banks
invest in our state, employing 26,750 Arkansans, providing $1.6 billion in compensation and benefits and donating
122,744 volunteer hours annually. Look around your hometown, and chances are you will
see many projects where your
community banks have invested funds, time and talent.
If credit unions want to stray
from their mission and act like
banks, they should be taxed like
banks.
Lorrie Trogden
Executive Director, Arkansas
Bankers Association
Little Rock

Craig Douglass is a marketing and research consultant and
serves as executive director of
the Regional Recycling & Waste
Reduction District in Pulaski
County. Email him at Craig@
CraigDouglass.com.

FEEDBACK

How to Grow Your
Tax Dollars II
TO THE EDITOR:
Your state’s tax dollars are
less than they should be. How is
that? One simple reason is that,
for years, our state Legislature
has exempted credit unions
from paying income taxes.
For many years, credit unions
focused on their original mission, that of serving people of
modest means, a service that
merited their tax-free status.
Over time, several credit
unions chose to abandon their
original mission and to expand
their field of membership well
beyond the original tight membership bonds. Their expansion and rapid growth are being
aided and abetted by their
tax-free status. Such status has
enabled them to make loans at
lower rates than banks and to
attract deposits by paying more
for those deposits than banks
might normally pay.
Credit unions like to refer to
themselves as not-for-profit institutions. That is not true. They
are, in fact, very much for-profit
institutions. They are simply non-

taxed institutions. The state’s
largest credit union made more
than $10 million in profits in 2018
and has accumulated well over
$100 million in untaxed profits
over time. How many businesses
do you know that make more
than $10 million per year and pay
exactly zero in taxes?
The credit unions, in an
effort to rally support for Senate
Bill 257, which will allow the
state and municipalities in the
state to make deposits in credit
unions, have hung their hat on
the issue of fair competition with
banks. Really? How can anyone
conclude that institutions that
don’t pay taxes wouldn’t have a
significant advantage in competing with institutions that do
pay taxes?
If the credit unions are really
concerned about growing our
state’s tax revenues, they should
man up and compete fairly by
paying their fair share of taxes
along with the other taxpaying
institutions in our state. Our
state could use a boost in revenue for education, health care,

police protection, prisons, etc.,
and ending the income tax subsidy on credit unions would be a
great way to get that boost.
Do your part by contacting
your senator and encouraging him or her to vote against
SB257 and telling your senator
that only when credit unions
pay state income taxes should
those credit unions be allowed
to accept state and municipal
funds for deposit.
Larry Wilson
CEO, First Arkansas Bank &
Trust
Jacksonville

It’s Tax Time, but Not for
Credit Unions
Around 3 million Arkansans
are busy preparing their tax
returns. The income from
these taxes will pay for education, law enforcement, hospitals and responses to disasters
— just to name a few services.
In 2017, Arkansas banks paid
$503,016,000 in taxes, which
contributed to these endeavors.
Credit unions paid $0.
How much does this cost
Arkansas? With more than
$1 billion in assets, the largest credit union in Arkansas is

Arkansas Business welcomes Letters to the Editors. Letters must be
signed and writers must include their hometowns and contact information so we can confirm their identity. Letters are subject to editing
for clarity, length, spelling and punctuation.
Letters may be mailed to Editor Gwen Moritz, Arkansas Business, 114
Scott St., Little Rock, AR 72201; faxed to (501) 375-7933; or emailed to
GMoritz@ABPG.com.
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Education
Rajendram Rajnarayanan has been

named assistant dean
of research of the

New York Institute of
Technology College of
Osteopathic Medicine
at Arkansas State
University in Jonesboro.

Rajnarayanan previously served as assistant
professor of pharmacology and toxicology at the University of
Buffalo in New York. He has received several awards for his teaching and mentoring, including the President Emeritus &
Mrs. Meyerson Award for Distinguished
Undergraduate Teaching & Mentoring.
Rajendram
Rajnarayanan

Government
Bill Reznicek and Trever Harvey have

been given new titles and positions as
part of Mayor Harold Perrin’s administration for the city of Jonesboro. Reznicek,
formerly chief financial officer, is now
chief of staff. Harvey, previously serving
as finance manager, is now director of
finance.

Health Care
Shawn Barnett has been promoted to

chief operating officer and chief financial officer at CHI St. Vincent in Little
Rock, and Bryan Williams has been promoted to vice president for patient care
services. Barnett previously served at
CHI St. Luke’s in Lufkin, Texas, as market
chief operating officer and president. He

earned his bachelor’s in accounting from
Arkansas State University in Jonesboro
and his MBA in health care from Regis
University in Denver. Williams previously served as executive director of nursing
and chief nursing officer for the hospital network. He earned his bachelor’s
degree in nursing from the University
of Central Arkansas in Conway and his
MBA from the University of Alabama in
Birmingham.
Marcia Atkinson has been promoted to president of CHI St. Vincent Heart
Institute in Little Rock. Atkinson has
served with the practice for more than 20
years. She oversees Heart Institute locations in Little Rock, North Little Rock,
Hot Springs, Searcy and Conway, along
with approximately 25 heart clinic locations.
Chris Stines has been promoted to
president of CHI St. Vincent North in
Sherwood. Stines previously served
as vice president of operations for the
Sherwood facility. He has also served
CHI St. Vincent as market director and
executive director of neurosciences.
Jim Myer has joined Rock Dental
Brands in Little Rock as
chief financial officer.
Myer has more than 18
years in the health care
industry, most recently
as the chief financial
officer and chief operating officer for Midwest
Jim
Dental of Mondovi,
Myer
Wisconsin. In his new
role, he will lead the accounting and
finance divisions that provide support

Super Mover
A closer look behind a prominent promotion
This Week: Cliﬀord Thornton, assistant state conservationist for management and strategy,
National Resources Conservation Service

New Job: Cliﬀord Thornton was recently
named assistant state conservationist for
management and strategy for the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources
Conservation Service in Little Rock. “I am very
excited and looking forward to the opportunities ahead and to work with the conservation team in Arkansas,” Thornton said.
Experience: Thornton previously served as
the acting state conservationist in Kentucky,
in 2013, and was assistant state conservationist for field operations in Emporia,
Kansas, in 2012. He was appointed the acting assistant state conservationist for operations in South Carolina in 2011, the assistant
state conservationist for field operations
in Dayton, Ohio, in 2004, and resource
conservation and development coordinator
for Defiance, Ohio, in 1999.
Background: Thornton grew up in Lee

Clifford
Thornton: “I
am very excited and looking
forward to the
opportunities
ahead and
to work with
the conservation team in
Arkansas.”.
[PHOTO PROVIDED]

County and earned his bachelor’s degree in
agricultural economics from the University
of Arkansas at Pine Bluﬀ. After graduation,
he worked in Kansas as a soil conservationist in Miami and Jackson counties and was
selected as the Wyandotte County district
conservationist in Kansas in 1994. ■

to the company’s more than 70 clinics
across Arkansas and Missouri.

attracting festivals, international travelers and motor coach groups to Little Rock.

Hospitality & Tourism

Legal

Kayla Kesterson and Kiki Mannear
have joined the sales and service team
of the Little Rock Convention & Visitors
Bureau as sales managers. Kesterson has
more than 14 years of experience in hospitality and tourism, most recently as
director of communications, workforce
development and special events for the
Arkansas Hospitality Association. She is
responsible for bringing hobby and fraternal organizations to the capital city.
Mannear brings nearly a decade of both
sales and marketing experience, most
recently as marketing director for Outlets
of Little Rock. She is responsible for

T. J. Lawhon has been promoted to
partner at Dover Dixon
Horne in Little Rock.

Lawhon has been with
the firm since 2013 as
an associate and concentrates his practice in
business transactionrelated matters, includT. J.
ing taxation, comLawhon
mercial transactions,
agriculture law and regulatory issues.
He earned his Juris Doctor from the
University of Arkansas at Little Rock’s
Bowen School of Law. ■
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This Week: Marlon Blackwell
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Blackwell last year was selected as a Resident Fellow by the American
Academy in Rome for spring 2019.

Now that you have become
nationally renowned, what are
the upsides and downsides to
being a famous architect? I can
only see upsides. I’m always looking
up no matter what. I’m naturally
optimistic and mindful where I came
from. I didn’t come from much. I feel
very fortunate to have some success.
How much free rein do you have
when you take a project or is
it doing the client’s vision?
Constraints are actually good. It leads
to a lot more creativity and innovation
when you have constraints, everything
from budget — always — to the site
and the history and the aspirations
clients have. What we try to do is
translate their aspirations into something quite tangible that connects
all the dots for them with the social,

environmental and economic constraints, make something that intensifies the quality of the places. Our goal
is to make something very useful and,
at the same time, very beautiful.
You’ve said architecture drives
you. It drives you to be better
every day? Absolutely. Every project is unique. Every client is unique.
It is never boring. I love people, I love
buildings, I love places. You mix all
that up, and it is always fun. What I
learned from Fay [Jones] is you don’t
take yourself too seriously but you
take what you do very seriously. It’s a
cliche, but it is a truism. You don’t get
wrapped up in all that [fame] stuﬀ.
Do you remember the ﬁrst time
you said, I’m good enough to
do this for a living? I’m always
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Principal of Marlon Blackwell Architects of Fayetteville and Distinguished Professor
and E. Fay Jones Chair in Architecture at the Fay Jones School of Architecture & Design
looking at the next project. I feel like
I’m getting better and better. I feel
more confident in what I’m doing. I
guess I don’t think of it as “I’m pretty
good.” Maybe that is what keeps me
driven. You never want to just be good
enough. That would be the worst. I
am always working on getting better
at what I’m doing. Don’t get complacent is the key.
You came to Arkansas to
spread your wings, but how
has your success helped Arkansas and architects here?
There is a lot of pride. I feel like
we’ve raised the bar. There are quite
a few firms in the state that are stepping up to the plate. There are also
a lot of young firms coming up that
are shooting high. In a way, what Fay
Jones [and others] did is help create
an atmosphere of hope that things
can happen here. If they can happen
here, then people in the design field
stick around and that elevates the
quality of design in the places you
least expect to find it, like in Arkansas. There is a lot of great stuﬀ going
on in the middle [of America]. We are
having inﬂuence there.

Bio: Marlon Blackwell

Background: Blackwell, 62, came to
Fayetteville in 1992 to teach at
the University of Arkansas’ Jones
School and try his design hand
in a less constrictive environment. Blackwell said he would
rather be a first-rate architect
in Arkansas than a third-rate
one in a bigger market, such as
Boston, where he had previously worked. Blackwell’s firm,
Marlon Blackwell Architects,
has won a collection of American Institute of Architects
awards, and he was elected to
the National Academy of Design
last year. ■
[PHOTO BY BETH HALL]

How does teaching help you as
an architect and vice versa? It’s
the dialogue I get to have with some
really smart people — the students,
that sense of wonder and hunger for
discovery. You get immersed in that
with them. It helps us to keep asking

questions about what we are doing
ourselves. When I hand out a design
problem, I get to see 15 diﬀerent
ways it can be solved because all the
students are coming at it diﬀerently.
Teaching is vitamins for the creative
soul. ■
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We’re invested
in Arkansas.
Garver Aviation Project Manager Jordan Culver knows that designing a project
is just the start of what can sometimes be a lengthy process. But he’s okay with
that. It’s tackling the unforeseen variety of issues for his clients that makes him
love his job. He wouldn’t be happy if he didn’t get to follow a project from cradle
to grave and get a little mud on his boots in the process.

For more information, contact:
Mike Griffin, PE | Director of Aviation | MJGriffin@GarverUSA.com | 501.376.3633
GarverUSA.com
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